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THE MOTOR TRUCK

MANUFACTU~ING

INDUSTRY

AND ITS FUTURE
A study of the history of an industry is usually invaluable as a basis for an attempt to look into its future,
and the opening paragraphs of Motor Vehicle Transportation
by Henry c. Spurr give a brief resume of the automotive development in the United States.
History of the Industry
"The automobile era in this country began in 1895.
On September 15th of that year, George B. Selden, a young
attorney of Rochester, New York, _obtained the first patent
for the internal combusti9n engine, as applied to the propulsion of a vehicle, although he had perfected a working
model of a motor vehicle as early as 1877.
By the end of
1899 there were 5,000 automobiles in use, 3,700 of which
were produced that year.
During 1920, more than two million cars, valued in excess of two billions, were manufactured.
The registration Ior the year 1921 showed approximately 10,000,000 motor vehicles in operation. These figures indicate the rapid development and magnitude of the.
automobile industry in the United States.
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"At first the motor car was in the class of luxuries,
being thought of primarily as a means of conveyance for the
rich.
So great was the popular demand for the new invention, however, that production on a large scale was soon undertaken. Enormous strides were made in methods of manufacture, standardization of equipment, and the perfection of
materials, so that, within ten years after its introduction,
the automobile began to be commonly used by persons of moderate means, although chiefly for private purposes.
During
the last ten years, its commercial possibilities have also
been extensively promoted, with the result· that the motor
bus and motor truck have now become recognized agencies for
the carriage of persons and property.
Thus, within two decades,, the motor car has developed from a luxury available
only to a few for pleasurable·purposes into a vehicle generally employed by nearly all classes of persons both for private and public transportation purposes. In fact the automobile has become a necessity in the domestic and commercial
life of the nation."
Since 1900 the production of passenger cars has in-
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creased at a rate that has constituted one of the industrial marvels of this industrial age, and has surprised
some economists and others, who failed to realize the immense appeal that the motor car has for almost everyone.
Large scale production may be said to have begun in 1909
when 127,731 passenger cars were manufactured according
to the U.S. Census reports, · and the increas~ in produc-.
tion and registration con~inued at a fairly constant geometric rate until 1917 when military activit,ies resulted
in a decrease in output. Another decrease occurred in
1921 as the result of worldwide business depression, but
this falling off in production was only 20%, and in 1922
the automotive industries again surprised the world with
a production of approximately 2,290,000 passenger cars,
400 1 000 more than the previous record output of 1 1 883,158
in 1920.
The commercial car_, on the other hand, has had a
more .recent development, the output of motor trucks in
1909 being less than that of passenger cars in 1899. When
the production . of trucks once got under way, however, it
increased at a faster rate than did the _output of passenger cars durin~ the infancy of that business as i~ shown
by the superimposition of the production curve' for commercial cars over the curve for passenger cars on Chart A.
·This greater increase may perhaps be accounted ·. for by the
fact that it took place during a period several y_ears
later than that of the corresponding growth of the passenger car, at a time when the American people were already
familiar with the gaso·line motor, and were more prosperous.
The greatest factor, however, in the development of the
motor truck industry was the World War. .The commercial car
had hardly become a vital factor in industrial life prior
to the entry of America into the war in 1917, altho its
manufacture had been stimula.ted from 1914 on by exports to
England and France.
Pos}..;.war Deflation
The truck made good j_n the war. Its utility and dependability were demonstrated on the fields of France, and
the merchants and_manufacturers of the United States, who
purchased the motor truck bebause horses w~re unavailable
and because the railways of the country were unable to ha~
dle the enormous traffic resulting from war-time activities
'
The motor truck like the
learned the same lesson.
pleasure car, has become·one of the indisp~nsable units of
modern transp.ortation, an increasingly important. unit. But
the World War brought evil as well as good to the motor
truck manufacturing industry. Production mounted to new
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high level~ as a result of· the post war inflation, overproduction ensued, and ,_v1fren the depression · of 1921 came,
trucks became a drug on the market, and the number manufactured dropped from 522, 000 to 155, 000. . This decrease
of over .50% was proportionately two and a half times that
which · occurred in 192L in the passenger car industry, and
is comparable with the depression which took place in
such mercurial industries as the manufacture of machine
tools or jewelry. And~h~· decrease in output, not including the Ford truck, which is not considered a competitor by
the average commercial car manufacturer, was nearer 60%
than 50%.
As the result of .this stagnation in demand most of
those engaged in the manufacture and sale of trucks have
A careful study of the sta tis ti cal
taken heavy losses.
manuals indicates that of the . twenty .truck manufacturers,
who publ'ished income results for .1921, all but three reported losses, and these three .failed to earn ~he dividends they
paid to stockholders. .· In most cases the corporate surplus
was smaller after the loss and disbursements of 1921 than it
was two or three years before, indicating that retrogression
during the year of depression counterbalanced the progress
The
made during the previous two or three year period.
losses sustained by these twenty companies are undoubtedly
representative of the industry in general, including truck
dealers as well as manufacturers.
In 1922 the commercial car staged a moderate "comeThis repres~nts
back" with a production of 240,000 trucks.
an increase of 56% over the previous year's output, . which is
slightly larger than the increase enjoyed by the passenger
cars. However, the latter vehicle now stands at a new high
production record, while motor truck output by virtue of its
eriormous drop in 1921 is still b~low the peak productions of
1920 and 1919, and is only slightly' ' higher than in 1918. Obviously the sanguine future, which has on many occasions
been predicted for the power wagon, has not y.et materialized.
There have been a surprising number of failures and judging
from surface indications many of the motor truck manufacturers who have survived are in a precarious financial condition.
. The question ari.ses as to whether the good things
foretold for the truck are mere idle dreams, or will come
This artitrue some time in ·the future, and if so, when?
question.
that
answer
to
cle attempts
Motor Truck Markets
The future production of motor trucks is dependent
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upon many factors, all of them difficult of evaluation, but
the problem is essentially one of ma _rketing, and the production is dependent upon the capacity of the various markets.
For purposes of discussion the following classification of
motor transportation will be used,' (1) Export, (2) Farming
communities, (3) Intra-city, and (4) Inter-city.
The Export Market
Export demand for military uses abroad was the stimulus which started large scale motor . truck production in
1914, and kept it going for the five years of the World War.
14,000 trucks were shipped abroad during the twelve months
ending June 50, 1915 as compared with 784 during the previous year. The ratio of export demand to total output decreased as truck production increased, but shipments to
England, Belgium, France and Russia and later to the American Expeditionary Forces constituted a large part of the
market up to the signing of the armistice.
Non-military export demand did not begin to any extent until after the war, and has never been a factor of
great importance in the industry. 29;136 trucks were exported in 1920, the peak year, while 7,501 commercial cars
These
were shipped abroad in 1921, and 10,000 in 1922.
quantities expressed in percentage of total output are 9.0%,
4.9% and 4.2%, respectively. Corresponding percentages for
passenger car exports during the past three years are 7.5%,
2.4% and 2.9%, indicating that while exports are not a vital
factor in either truck or passenger car trade, they constitute a relatively larger part of the commercial car production. On the other hand passehger car exports have shown a
larger increase this year in proportion to the number
shipped abroad in 1921 than trucks have.
Many people in the automotive industries point to
the fact that there are only about 2,000,000 motor cars and
trucks throughout the world outside of the United States and
believe that a great potential market for American automoPierre S. duPont, president of Generbiles exists abroad.
al Motors Corp., was recently quoted as saying, "The United
States is practically the only country in the world which
use~ the automobile to a la~ge extent, and it has most of
the automobiles. The rest of the world has most of the
people, and when they begin to use the automobile as we
have, a developme.nt will come which we cannot now appreciate." Henry Ford says, "Make the people in any part of
the globe want your product and they will find a way to buy
I have no ~ear for the future of the motor. industry.
it.

Once the people get a touch of mo·tor transportation the
growth is rapid.
Good roads are built, new lines of communication are established, and new commercial relationships formed.
China is one of the great future markets
for American cars."
However, if these prophecies ever come true it will
probably not be during the lifetime of the present generation.
While only a short time as elapsed since the American makers began their overseas efforts· or .the outside
world began to realize the essential transportation quality
of the automobile, various limiting factors exist, which
are foreign to the United States. Fuel costs abroad are
much higher than here, taxes are in many cases higher, few
good roads exist in the countries where the best markets
for American cars may be expected, tariff barriers preclude
large scale operation in some countries, and the average
purchasing power is far below that of America.
The leading motor truck customers of the United
States in 1921 were Canada, Mexico, Australia, Dutch East
Indies, Japan and the United Kingdom in the order given.
The Spanish-speaking countries will probably constitute the
best export market for American automobiles, and the slowness with which these people have adopted the motor propelled vehicle is shown by the imports of cars and trucks into
Argentina. In spite of the fact that automobiles have been
sold in that country of 9,000,000 inhabitants since 1900,
only 75,000 cars and trucks are in use at the present time,
a large part of which are Fords. The proportion of trucks
to passenger cars in the Spanish-speaking countries 1s probably lower than it is in the United States.
The industrial
countries in Europe are of course the best foreign markets
for motor trucks, but they are well served by their own manufacturers of automobiles, and are in addition protected by
tariff walls. The home manufacturer in France is protected
by a 45% ad valorem duty, and 53% in England. It is interesting,. however, to note that truck registrations in Great
Britain, France and Germany.are about one half of passenger
car registrations as compared with one tenth in this coun. try.
American automobile manufacturers are said to look
foa;ward to the time when they will export at least twenty
per cent of their production, and if many foreign countries
were to experience an increased demand the cumulative orders would certainly make a respectable total in American
factories. However, in view of the small factor which exports for civilian use have played to date in truck production, and present economic conditions abroad there seems
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little reason for expecting other than moderately increasing export sales for some time to come.
The Farm Market
Another large potential buyer of trucks pointed out
by those engaged in the automotive industries is the American farmer. Using somewhat the same process of reasoning
as with the export market, these people point to the large
number of power wagons, which the farmer has not purchased,
as evidence of the large number which are yet to be sold to
him. The National Automobile Chamber of Commerce estimates
that there were 2,850,000 motor cars on American farms in
1921 and 150,000 motor trucks. In other words the proportion between the number of motor trucks and passenger cars
owned by farmers is only slightly more than one half that
for the country as a whole in spite of the fact that every
farm must of necessity employ some form of commercial vehicle.
The large number of commercial cars now owned by
farmers in this country shmvs that they are thoroughly
familiar with automotive equipment and ought to be well acquainted' with its advantages and disadvantages. Hence it
seems evident that if the farmer can use · the motor truck
economically he would have purchased far more of them than
he has. The automobile has vastly improved the farmer's
condition socially, but the motor truck is purely a utilitarian vehicle and its use by the farmer is limited by
working conditions and expenses~
A study of the reports of the U. s. Bureau of Census
shows that the number of horses and mules on the farms of
the United Sta tea January 1, 1920 vvas 27, 285, 415, a slight
increase over the number in 1910. This indicates that
neither the motor car or truck has succe~ded in displacing
the horse on the farms of the country, as they have done in
the cities. The studies which the U. D. Dept. of Agriculture have made of reports from farmers who own motor trucks
also show that to a large extent the commercial motor vehicle supplements rather than supplants the farm horse.
Bulletin 931 of the Dept. of Agriculture on "CornBel t Farmers' Experience with Motor Trucks" and Bulletin
1201 on "Motor Trucks on Eastern Farms" reach essentially
identical conclusions. Only a small number of ·these farmer
the
owner~ of power wagons considered the saving of horses
reducing of expenses, or added convenience, as the pri~ci-
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pal advantages of the tr,u ck, but gave the amount of time
which a motor truck will save, which may incidentally result in reaching a better market or getting live stock
and crops to market in better condition · as its greatest
The following characteristics with regard to
advantage.
the 831 O'rain and live stock farmers in the corn belt
describe~ in Bulletin 951. are of interest as illustrating
the conditions under which motor truck operation has been
The average size of
foupd profitable in that region.
from market 8
distance
average
acres,
these ·farms was 347
miles, and
2,-777
travel
annual
miles, average estimates
are all
quantities
These
days.
average use per year 112
in the
farms
all
for
average
the
considerably larger than
they
that
statements
owners'
the
co~n belt, and verify
find the greater speed of the motor tiuck its principal
advantage over the horse drawn wagon ·~ Most of these farmers thought that their trucks would. prove ~ profitable
· investment, but a great; majority had used them for only
two years or less, and the reports were taken in the
early part of 1920. It would be interesting to know how
economical these men have found their trucks since that
time.
Practically the only use that a farmer has for a
·commercial truck vehicle is for road hauling, a crop moving function which on the average farm is probably not required more than thirty br forty days of the year. He
cannot afford ~o purchase an expensive vehicle for such
limited use, · especially when it means a duplication of
transportation vehicles. A majority of the corn belt farmers referred to above still use their horses for some
hauling on the road. It seems evident that the.use of
motor trucks by farmers will be largely confined to fruit,
truck and dairy farms where perishable products are regularly sent to market. The logical method of using the
motor truck in farming communities within motoring distance of markets for the latter classes of products is the
cooperatively owned motor express lines, many of which are
in operation throughout the country. There was a time when
the American farmer could be sold almost anything in the
way of machinery, but in spite of that fact only 2.0% of
the farms had motor trucks, while 5.6% were equipped with
the tractors at the time of the 1920 census. While Henry
Ford says that farmers e.v erywhere must be taught the use
of machines and their economic value before lasting prosperity can come to any people, and Herbert Hoover points
out the enormous loss due to a large part of perishable
farm products spoiling before reaching a market, and shows
that the motor truck has given every towri an extended ra-
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dius of food supplies by some 50 miles, yet the trend
among the farmers seems to be distinctly away from tracA promtors, and to a lesser extent from motor trucks.
in
conditions
with
touch
close
in
is
who
inent banker,
farIowa
the
which
road
the
that
says
West,
the Middle
mers took to bankruptcy was lined on either side with
trucks and tractors. However, it seems probable that as
the mileage of hard r·o ads throughout the country is increased, and the farmers' economic status improved he
will buy motor trucks of one ·ton capacity in moderately
increasing amounts, but most of them will be Fords.
PrinciJ2al Market in Industrial Communities
The principal market for the commercial car consists of the cities and industrial communities of the
· country where it transports freight and people in competition with horse drawn vehicles and street railways. Its
greatest function consists in transporting goods between
railway stations, warehouse, factory, office, store and
residence, although a recent and promising development is
the motor propelled omnibus for carrying passengers~ Here
is where its greatest economic value lies for the conditions most favorable to motor truck operation- paved
streets, moderate distances, speed and continuous operation- are . found in the city. Most of the trucks in the
United States are located in cities where that vehicle's
positioti has been attained largely through t6e elimination
of horse drawn drays. The 1920 census showed a total of
2,083,861 horses and mules not on farms, reflecting a decreaBe of 39% for the corresponding figure for 1910 caused
by the practical elimination of the driving horse by the
motor car and by the subst~tution of motor trucks for
horse drawn drays and delivery wagons. Future production
in the motor truck industry depends largely upon the extent to which this elimination of the horse will continue,
a question of vital importance which will be reserved for
detailed analyzation in the body of this report.
Motor Omnibus Transportation
The transportation of passengers for hire in motor
·propelled omnibuses is still in a state of comparative infancy, but promises to become an increasingly important
activity for the commercial motor vehicle. It is difficult to estimate the number of buses actually in operation
since ho provision for segregated registration of such vehicles is made in the various states, but according to Automotive Industries of Feb. 16, 1922 the best available
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c·onservative estimates indicate that there were about
1,000 motor bus lines in the United States in 1921 as .
against 500 in 1920. This periodical estimates that
something over 5,ooo buses were in operation in 1921
(al though the N. A. C. C. gave the figure as 20, 000),
and all the available statistics indicate that the use
of buses has i_ncreased materially during 1922.
Little data ~ r~ · available as yet regarding the
design, operating costs and possibilities of use of
motor buses but their freedom from the heavy overhead
charges resulting from expensive tracks and roadbeds,
overhead trolley wires,. etc., is a big advantage particularly when, as under present conditions, the bus
lines are not even required to pay their share of the
cost of upkeep of the roads or streets which they use.
The operation of the motor vehicle in passenger carriage for public service is frequently, if not usually,
in competition with electric or steam railways, and the
economic determination of the fields in which each is
superior cannot be made until the motor bus and the electric railway are placed upon an equal fotting with regard
to competition, rates, -regulation and roadbed. The Present unrestricted use of public streets by the omnibus
amounts to a subsidy paid by the taxpayers, -and if the
bus were compelled as common carrier to pay its share of
the cost and maintenance of its roadbed, its operating
results might be much less satisfactory than at present.
Here again the necessary facts are unavailable as the relative destructiveness of the motor car, truck and omnibus
to the various kinds of pavement has not as yet been de- ,
However, the huge omnibuses seen on the
termined.
streets of our cities are undoubtedly hard on the pavements they traverse, an example being the City of New
York's trackless trolley on Staten Island. A letter from
a resident of that borough appearing in the Electric Railway Journal of April, 1922 calls attention to the destrucThe
tion of the roadway . traversed by these trolley cars.
repair fund of $1,120,000 requested by the Borough President was not included in the city's estimate of the cost
·
of their operation.
,"'J_-·_t l?~'·'"

The coordination of bus lines with existing trans.
portation mediums is one of the major problems. The railroads of Southern California say that 10,000,000. passengers were carried last year by public motor conveyances in
unfair competition with themselves, but on the other hand
a recent statement from C. D. Emmons, President of the
American Electric Railway Association indicates that the
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bus situation is clarifying. "Whereas a year ago bus
competition had reached such a point that electric rail_
ways in several cities were compelled to suspend operations temporarily, today, managements, regulating bodies
and the public gradually are cooperating more generally
in an effort to find the proper place for the bus."
"At its last convention, the American Electric
Railway Association declared that it was the duty of each
electric railway company to supply all local transportation in its community, and that it should install buses
where necessary and be protected from destructive competition by other agencies. Indications point to widespread
Many elecrecognition of the soundness of this policy.
tric railway companies are adding supplemental bus service,
and regulatory bodies are restricting bus lines to territory riot served by electric railways, and classing them as
cormnon carriers with the same responsibilities as electric
·
railway lines."
The transportation of passengers for hire by autovehicles is both an intra-city and inter-city commerce,the
latter phase being reflected in the recent purchase of
four rail motor buses by the Great Northern Railroad as
the first step in a determined effort to meet the competition of highway motor transport. Motor propelled omnibuses
are being used by 52 electric railways in the eastern part
of the United States, and motor bus~s with flanged Wheels
are used by 28 short line steam railroads.
The most ambitious bus.program ever proposed was
that laid before the Board of Estimate of New York City in
January, 1922, by Mayor Hylan and Grover A. Whalen, Com- .
missioner of Plants and Structures, proposing the scrapping of all the present surface car lines in the Borough
of Manhattan and substitution of 5,500 motor omnibuses,
which, it was estimated, could carry 2,240,000 passengers
a day. $19,250,000, or $5,500 a car, was the amount suggested for the purchase of this large number of buses.
While this radical program will probably never mat~rialize
it is important as indicating a possible future trend, and
an equally significant index appears in the demand on the
part of the New York State Conference of Mayors for a
broad grant of general powers, including the right to is. sue permits for the operation of bus lines (Jan. 5, 1925).
Bills authorizing cities to operate and own omnibus lines
and investigate public utilities were subsequently introduced .in the Assembly and Senate at Albany.
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How large a factor the motor bus and rail car will
be in the future production of commercial cars is dif ficult to prognosticate, but the omnibus seems to be a pop·Its great
ular and promising transportation vehicle.
advantage is its flexibility, and it meets a real need
for special irregular traffic, as feeders to the electric
lines, and in trying out new regions. · Some economists
feel that the electric interurban railway is no longer an
essential unit in the American t,ransporta tion system and
that its place will · be taken by the motor car, auto truck
and motor o~nibus, but the outcome of the struggle between these two methods· of transport iS" not yet apparent.
It is generally recognized that the · trolley car is the
more efficient for heavy traffic over comparatively long
distances, but one of the principal causes for the poor
financial showing made by the interurban railways in the
Middle West lies in an inadequate traffic density. Current trade r~ports indicate that rail cars and motor
buses are being manuf~ctured in greater volume to meet a
steadily improving demand, and the production of such
vehicles may prove to be a profitable activity for a few
individual companies, which may be especially equipped
for .their manufacture and able to obtain the contracts,
but the omnibus will, from the nature of its market, be
only a minor factor in total commercial car production.
The Truck

Y~!sus

The Railroad

The remaining field of transportation activity in
which the motor truck has come to play a pro~inent part
is that of inter-city transportation, motor express
fleets maintaining more or less regularly a trucking service between cities or industrial communities. This
phase of the commercial car's activity is usually in . more
or less direct competition with s~eam and electric railway transportation, and is becoming a problem of increasing importance. In fact many people think that the motor
truck .is destined to revolutionize short-haul transportation.
The commercial car owes its present important position i·n transportation to the railroads, which were unable to handle the freight traffic during the boom period
of 1917 to 1920. When the railroads became congested and
declared embargoes and were blockaded for weeks at a time,
manufacturers were faced with the alternative of shutting
down for want of raw materials and supplies, or finding
another means of transportation. They turned to the
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motor truck as a temporary substitute, and were served
so well that they have continued to use it since for
short haul less than carload freight where speed and
service is the principal consideration.
The numb~r of motor express companie~ throughout
the country is not large. Mr. A. J. Brosseau, President
of Mack Truck,. Inc., states that there are about 600
motor express lines operating for varying distances up to
150 miles. However, the motor truck has the unique economic distinction of being an individual unit as contrasted with the centralized transportation represented. by the
.railroads, and the occasional movement of freight by individuals and individual companies together with that
carried by the motor express companies has been -large
enough in some localities to affect seriously the earnings of railways, which would otherwise have·handled the
traffic involved.
Public discussion of this competition between the
motor truck and the railway has been quite general during
the past two years, and has originated naturally enough
in the two localities where conditions are most favorable
to the power wagon, New England and Southern California.
Both of these cornmuni ties have hard roads connecting
towns relatively close together, and in addition New England is a busy manufacturing region, originating a large
volume of traffic.
President James H. Hustis, of the
Boston & Maine Railroad, in 1921 intimated that his Company was considering how far it could abandon short-haul
service to the motor truck, while the revenues received
by the New York, New Haven & Hartford have also· been affected by the increa~ing competition on the part of the
truck.
Julius Kruttschmitt, Chairman of the Board of the
Southern Pacific Railway pointed out last y~ar that the
railroads are suffering from the motor truck competition,
as well as from several other forms of subsidized competition, including inland waterways, government operated
coast-to-coast steamship lines, and the Panama Canal. He
asked that all of our transportation agencies defray all
the legitimate expenses of their operations, and suggested that the use for common carrier purposes of highways or transportation organizations·built with or operated by public funds without adequate tolls and proper
regulation be stopped.
As Mr. Kruttschmitt points out, motor truck trans-
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portat,ion, especially that phase of it which competes
with the railways, is a subsidized industry, being fu~
nished a roadbed practically free of charge by the taxpayers, and a considerable part of this traffic would
probably cease if the trucks were made to pay their proportionate share of· the cost of upkeep of the roads,
which they use. Public opinion seems to be distinctly
in favor of making the trucks pay a large part of thi's
cost, not tnrough any love for the railways, but because
the ten million owners of passenger cars throughout the
country believe that the trucks are ruining our highways.
The Motor Truck in New England
Definite statistics regarding the amount of profit~
able traf'fic taken away from the railways by the motor
trucks do not seem to be available, and authorities differ
raaically as to the economics of the question. Motor
truck competition is undoubtedly severe in New England,and
the anti-truck side of the inter-city transportation problem in that community is well illu~trated by an article by
Philip Cabot in the August, 1921 issue. of the Atlantic
Monthly, entitled "Root, Hog or Die, The New Englander and
his Railroads." Mr. Cabot feels that the industrial life
of New England is dependent for its very existence upon
cheap and rapid local transportation, which, owing to the
collapse of its railroad system, is not now obtainable. He
shows how insufficient transportation facilities during
the war drove manufacturers to the truck with the result
that the main radial highways of New England have been
converted into railway rights of way, and are now choked
with heavy traffic for which they were never designed. Mr.
Cabot states that Massachusetts has spent more than
$25,ooo,ooo of the taxpayers' money in road construction,
much of which has already been ground to powder under the
wheels of the five-ton truck, and the damage must today
be repaired at perhaps half of th~ original cost. The
truck owner is paying only a trivi~l part of this expense,
according to Mr. Cabot, who calls attention to a much
overlooked point, namely, that it is the man in the street
who pays the bill for every waste of public money regardless of who is taxed for it.
This New Englander believes as a result of his research that . the proper agency for carrying freight in New
England is the railroad, except for distances of 6 miles
or less, and that the present dependence upon the motor
truck.is unsound.economically. According to him 2 000 000
ton-miles are being made annually by trucks, . and five }ears
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hence, if this growth continues, the figures will be
60,000,000 ton-miles, and the railroads of New England
Assuming that such a growth will
will be wrecked.
materialize, 2,000 miles of highways will have to be reconstructed costing $80,000,000, a sum which could not
possibly be raised by means of ordinary taxes, but would
A tax of
have to come from the truck traffic itself.
10 cents a ton-mile (cordesponding to about $600 a truck
-per year) would only raise $6,000,000 a year, showing,
accordi.ng to Mr. Cabot, that even if such a system of
roadways could be built, the cost per ton-mile of handling freight would be more than the traffic would bear.
Bankers and economists have learned to depend upon the engineer for an unbiased viewpoint and the Digest
of Report of Terminal Committee by Hugh E. Young, Engineer, Chicago Plan Commission, published in the Journal
of Western Society of Engineers of Iviay 1921 is of interThe following is quoted from
est in this connection.
that digest: "***The economic waste of duplicating rail
service with motor service, the cost of construction and
maintenance of highways, and traffic congestion with resultant loss and inconvenience to the public, are lost
sight of, and evidence is shown of lack of a proper understanding of the important relation of the railroad to
the prosperity of the country. Neglecting the cost of
construction and maintenance of highways, which costs
more per mile than railroad-s, and even if commodities
were .delivered free of charge by the motor truck, the
public must still pay a return in some manner or other
on the rail investment if it expects to have such utility
maintained and operated, otherwise it will be a case of
dismantling the railroad. This lat·t er procedure is alThe field of
ready being threatened by one railroad*·~*.
the motor truck, eliminating the . wastef4~ compet·i tion
with rail carriers, is almost unlimited~·,< As a method of
transportation, and as a solution of the ~hart-haul problem, it far outranks in importance all other means of
transportation."
The huge motor trucks on our highways which are
·
trying to compete with the railroads on the long dis ·tance
haul are undoubtedly economic misfits except for the
transport of the higher priced, smaller bulk commodities
where ·t ime is an element of greater importance than cost.
The short-haul, less-than-carload freight, however, is
handled at a loss by the railways, esp~cially that part
pertaining to urban and nearby suburban hauling, and some
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executives at least believe that the railroads as a
group would profit by ..turning all of this business over
to the truck.
Relative Fields of Operation
of ·Motor Truck and Railroad.
One of these. executives is Elisha Lee, Vice President of the Pennsylvania . Railroad, whose views on the subject seem to\ be · sound. The follovving quota ti on is. taken
from an article by him which appeared in the New York Sun,
·
July -11, 1922:
"Few present-day .developments in transportation surpass in importance the rapidly growing use of motor vehicles as common carriers, particularly in .the freight serPublic discussion of the subject, however, often
vice.
goes astray iri dealing with the motor truck exclusively as
a rival· or competitor of the railroads. The inference
seems to be that it can live only on profits taken away
from the rail lines, and that its future importance to the
country, must be judged. from that aspect.
"Per~onally, I do not subscribe to these views. The
importance and value of commercial motor transport to the
country as a whole will not lie in menacing or injuring
the railroads, but in the extent to which it is capable of
aiding them to greater usefuln~as by assisting in the improvement of their indispensabl~ . public service and in the
solution · of their problems of operation and earnings.

"Granting an adequate basis of taxation to compensate for the otherwise free use of highways constructed
and maintained by ·tJhe public it is not my belief that
motor trucks are destined ever to rival the railroads in
the field of carload or bulk transportation, especially
over the longer hauls. . Highvvays capable o~ sustaining a
heavy motor truck service cost more to build and keep in
repair than do standard railroad lines, and the latter
can, when dealing with the larger quantities, carry each
ton a mile for a far lower total cost. Moreover, the
superiority of railroads in contending with severe weather
conditions and in being ready to handle any and all kinds
of traffic when offered is obvious, and, in my opinion,
not likely to be impaired.
"The advantages of trucks lie in the flexibility of
their operation and in the fact that they do not require
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elaborate and expensive terminal facilities. They seem
especially adapted for handling less-than-carload traffic
over short distances and on good roads and well paved
streets, and for performing the terminal portions of the
service required in the collection or delivery of through
.or long distance less- than-carload rail traf fie. In the
one instance they are capable of giving service to points
not reached by the railroads and of helping to relieve
the railroads of a burden; in the other instance they
directly act as auxiliaries to the - railroads in performing
their service to the public. In both cases they should
prove useful aids in increasing and extending the utility
of our existing railroad system."
Container Car Store Door Delivery
At the present time our railroads have a most inadequate system of handling both in and outbound freight,
resulting in stagnation of cars and heavy loss in time and
money. The solution of the terminal problem seems to lie
in a combination of the railroad and the motor truck in a
container car store door delivery whereby less than carload
freight will be collected by zoned pick up stations throughout the city, placed in containers or demountable truck
bodies, which will be loaded mechanically onto motor
chassis, delivered to the railroad terminal where the containers holding complete shipments will be mechanically
loaded onto container cars, while the others will be loaded
onto a terminal floor where the contents will be sorted,
placed in other containers, and loaded onto cars, all by
mechanical means. A similar door-to-door delivery system
is now in operation between Chica.go and Cleveland, and after considerable preliminary study the New York Central has
recently inaugurated a container car system for use between
New York and an up State point. Mr. Lee's views in connection with these technical details of future railway development and ·t he part which the motor truck may play in carrying them out have often been repeated, and the remainder
of his article referred to previously is quoted below.
"The railroads are evolving into wholesale transportation m9.chines. They are becoming more and more adapted
to the handling of goods and commodities in bulk--to the
movement of full carloa ds and long trains. This development is a natural response to. the needs of a country having
such enormous quantities of freight to transport over such
vast distances. The railroads still do a great deal of
Some of it perhaps pays its way,
purely retail business.
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·but much of it unquestionably entails a loss, either
directly or by reason of the bulk traffic which it crowds
out. This is particularly true of less than carload
freight. In the immediate vicinity of all our highly developed industrial and commercial communities, an immense
amount of such traffic originates. A large portion of it
moves only a few miles, but in its handling we are obliged
to employ the most costly and overworked facilities which
the railroads own, viz., their yards and terminals in the
great centers of industry and population. As every one
knows, the increasing expense of constructing, maintaining
and operating such terminal facilities has become one of
the greatest problems of railroad financing, while nearly
every period of railroad congestion has had its. principal
cause in terminal overcrowding.
"Here is a real opportunity for the motor truck to
demonstrate its utility upon a true economic basis. The
reason why less than carload traffic, especially on the
shorter hauls, is becoming a growing burden upon the railroads is that we are obliged to use ln it terminal facilities and rolling stock which are too expensive for the:
purpose, and which of necessity must be primarily planned
and adapted to the handling of bulk traffic, mostly moving
over the longer hauls. Therefore, I believe it to be at
least probable that in many instances the short haul lessthan~ carload freight traffic could be turned over bodily
to motor trucks, with.resulting advantage to the railroads
and their patrons, and with reasonable profits to the
truck owners. That outcome, if realized, would assuredly
be beneficial to the country in general.
"It is possible to imagine an extension of the same
ideas by which long distance, as ~ell as short distance,
less-than-carload freight can also be handled, with increased efficiency over present methods, through a plan of
combined truck and railroad service. This would involve
detachable bodies on freight carrying trucks. The bodies
would be so constructed as to be used as containers for
less-than-carload freight, and when loaded would be placed
. upon suitably equipped railroad cars for the intermediate
journey between the rail terminals; the service at each
end, to and from the rail terminals, including "store-door"
collection and delivery, being performed .by the trucks.
"Service of this character is emerging from the purely theoretical stage, and many competent authorities'believe
Its advantage
t&at it has a great and promising future.
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lies in using both the trucks and the railroads f.or the
portions of the through service which they are best fitted to perform. The railroads can do the long distance
hauling between terminals better than the . trucks, and
the trucks can do the work between shipper, or consignee,
and terminal better than the railroads.
"I wish to add a word of caution. It is not just
or reasonable to permit motor trucks to take the cream
of the less-than-carload freight and leave the skimmed
milk for the railroads.· If the trucks are to handle that
traffic at all, in a given aiea, they should take it in
its e·n tirety so that the railroads may discontinue al together their organizations and arrangements for taking
care of that form of freight service, when it can be done
by trucks more advantageously and more satisfactorily to
This entire matter is now being studied by
the public.
railroad managements. The outlook is promising, but there
are some practical difficulties which must be overcome before acceptable results can be hoped for from putting the
plan into actual operation on any general scale.
"There is one point on which my own mind is clear •
. The shipment from one station to another, within the same
terminal area or city, is a form of service from which the
railroads should as nearly as may be ·p ossible be entirely
relieved. All intra-city freight should be ·trucked, save
that small proportion which, by reason of excessive
weight or bulk, requires railroad equipment and roadbeds.
for :Lts proper transportation. Similarly the interchange
of l~ss-than-carload through freight between the terminals of various railroads coming into a given city constitutes another field in which motor trucks may prove
valuable helpers of the rail lines as less costly substitutes for inter-line switching. In this case the proper
development calls for the use of a large number of detachable bodies in connection with a relatively small number of chassis to perform the interchange service. The
plan is being tried with some success in several middle
western cities and may later be found capable of further
extension.
"The use of motor trucks as feedets to railroad
systems in such manner .. as to perform practically the function of branch lines i~ still in its infancy. Its possibilities deserve and, doubtless, will receive increasing
attention in the future. Few railroad -branch lines of the
present time are profitable;many--probably the majority--
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There is little incentive
are operated at heavy losses.
to establish new ones, or inducements to supply the funds
required for such purposes. Here is another chance for
the motor truck to test out its worth."
Gerrit Fort, . Vice President of the Boston & Maine
Railroad, does not admit, as does Elisha Lee, that all of
the short haul less-than-carload traffic in congested industrial communities could profitably be turned over to
the motor truck, although he recognizes that the truck has
come to stay arid is working an economic change in transportation conditions which is little short of revolutionMr. Fort agrees that during periods when traffic
ary.
is abnormally heavy, long haul and carload traf fie is more
profitable to the railroads than short haul traffic or
less-than-carload freight generally. On the other hand,
according to Mr. Fort, during periods of depression it is
impossible to cut overhead expenses in proportion to the
loss of bus~ness, and all freight which can be secured,
whether for short or long haul, assists in building up the
gross revenue of the railroad and is badly needed.
"What is the proper place for the truck in a comprehensive transportation sche~e?" asks Gerrit Fort, and
answers, "The obvious advantage of the truck over the railroadi· ~, is that it picks up its load at the door of the consignor and delivers it at the door of the consignee, while
at present all less-than-carload freight moved over the
railroad must be handled once and perhaps twice, at both
the point of origin and destination. Where the haul is
short the truck performs this service with greater convenience and more economically than the railroad. Just how
far the railroad is ~ustified in sacrificing short haul
traffic to the truck, and just how far the truck can go in
successfully competing with the railroad, is a question
that cannot be satisfactorily settled until the trucks are
put on a proper basis and make their charges accordingly,
and until the railroads reduce their present abnormally
high local rates."
Motor Express Business Not Profitable
The question of determining tne ·economic limits of
truck operation resolves itself into one of determining
the limit at which the cheaper costs of truck service within terminal zones begin to be overcome by the greater efficiency of line haul by railroad. As Mr. Fort points out
this question cannot be satisfactorily determined until th~
motor truck is placed under the same regulatory restric-
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tions as the railroads, and is placed on ~ "pay-as-yougo" basis. Ho~ever, there is every e~idence that the
motor express lines are not makirtg money although opera ting under present free conditions, and paying little
attention to depreciation~ interest on the investment,
insurance against ·10s s and damage, personal injury claims,
Perhaps.the most widely known motor exand the like.
press line is that between New York and Philadelphia, a
distance of 95 miles. Out of 100 to 120 trucks now running over this route,only one line has been in business
more than ·two years, according to Elisha Lee, although
favored by excellent road conditions and great density of
traffic. The fact that only one of the earlier lines has
survived to the present time would seem to cast serious
doubt upon the financial soundness of large trucking ventures over distances of such length. In fact, as far as
Mr. Lee has been able to ascertain, the only reason why
trucking continues on the present scale between these two
cities is because losses of capital are constantly being
made up by people who apparently are unfamiliar with what
is entailed.
. , The preceding discussion of the "railroad versus
the truck" question is supported largely by quotations
from railroad executives as their published views seem to
be more sound and unbiased than those emanating from the
·automotive industries. As a matter of fact, little of a
constructive nature has · been published on this problem by
the truck people, who in keeping with the "optimism" of
the industry are more concerned with reaching conclusions
favorable to the motor truck, than with the economic
soundness of the fa6ts and arguments us~d. For example,
the industry usually maintains a discreet silence concerning the most vital factor in the motor transport problem,
responsibility for the cost a~d upkeep of the roadbed,
aside from insisting that motor-truck builders and operators are paying a fair share of highway expense and submitting a few unconvincing figures in support thereof •
...

Are the Railroads Adequate to Handle Future Traffic?
.

.

The viewpoint of the motor truck people is well illustrated by the following quotation from an article by
Rollin W. Hutchinson, Jr., in the Industrial Management of
Sept. l, 1921--"The United States has outarown the railroads and every broadminded railway trunk line president
frankly admits it. The Great War proved it--proved it expensively and exasperatingly. Throttled and curbed by
inimical legislation which the public through its polit0
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ical servants allowed to be inflicted upon them, the
railroads will require years to vmrk out their salvation and to expand sufficiently to serve the transportation needs of the country when the new era of commercial and industrial 'activity begins. Therefore the
railroads must be supplemented-not supplanted-by big
national development of highway motor transport."
Mr. A. J. Brosseau, President of Mack Trucks, Inc.,
is perhaps one of the clearest thinkers among the manufac~urers of motor trucks, and his address before the
Shi~pers' Conference of Greater New York, on Jan. 10,1922,
adopts much the same attitude as Mr. Hutchinson. "If you
ask the question 'Did motor truck transportation over the
. highways help the railroads during the busy war years? t I
am sure the answer will be . 'Yest . With out the motor
truck, transportation would have broken down utterly. ***
We are asked if the railroads are now helped by the motor
truck. My answer is 'Yes', for business is going to be
good in the near future, and when it is, the railroads
will again. be unable to handle the traffic. We shall then
have delayed shipments, embargoes, blockades, and the
truck w~ll again save the situation for ~he railroads and
It may also save the railroad~ from the
for the public.
fate tl:ieY so narrowly escaped during the last traffic jam--.
permanent government ownership."
"The motor truck aids the railroads in still another
Several years ago James J. Hill got front page public~ty by the statement that the railroads needed
I 'Under~
$1,000,000,000 a year for terminal facilities.
stand -·t.hat all well informed railroad men admit that the
greatest ·problem they . have today is inadequate termin~l
facilities. I do not kno~ the ~xact proportion _of the ex~
isting terminal facilities needed to handle less-thancarload pac}cage freight moving less ·than 50 miles, but we
are all very sure that it ~s · ~ very coniiderable part of
the whole. It may be one-half, or one-quarter, but wh~tever it is, it should not be devoted to the handling of
non~profitable LCL package freight that can best be moved
by motor trucks. And again,. i~ the railro~ds w~re re. lieved of this non-profitable ·LCL package freight, the
terminals would then be am~le to handle the long distance
freight. The .railroads would not need $1,000,000,000 a
year for additional terminal facilities and would have
enough equipment to move all long distance freight, even
.
during boom times."
way.
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Resume of Factors Bearing on Inter-City Transportation
Summing up the question of the motor truck versus
the complete coordination of the tw-0 mediums
railroad,
the
of transport is underway, . but cannot be attained, until
the commercial automobile is placed on a "pay-as-you-go"
basis, and properly regulated as a common carrier. It
seems, however, that the huge motor trucks competing with
the railroads on long hauls are economic misfits, but that
short haul less-than-carload freight in highly developed
urban and suburban communities can more profitably be han. dled by the truck than the railroad. The limiting distance between the two spheres of operation cannot be determined~ until more i~ ~knpwn regarding the relative destructiveness to roadbeds and pavements of the truck and
passenger car, and the: effect which an increased ton-mile
cost due to· heavier fees or taxes will have upon the econFifty miles is apparently acomics of truck haulage.
cepted as a tentative maximum for effici~nt truck transpo~ta tion. ·A combination of the railways and the motor
truck in a door-to-door pick up delivery system with container cars in use on the railroads seems to be the logi~
cal solution of the transportation problem in the East.
The effect which this phase of the transportation
problem will have upon the future production of motor
trucks is difficult to determine on account of the comparative infancy of motor ttuck transportation for hire and
The
on account of the unknown factors mentioned above.
pick up store door delivery contaiher car system if eventually introduced throughout the East will mean the purchase of a large number of motor cars by the railroads or
by affiliated transportation companies, but the net effect
upon the total registration of trucks would probably be a
decrease rather than an increase. Eor example, in New
. York hundreds of trucks are now obliged to go to the Jersey terminal for their package freight, resulting in congestion which is costly in wasted time of the trucks and
in the .stoppage of general traffic. This situation is
duplicated at almost every large freight terminal in the
country • . Traffic engineers ·say tha~ the use of the container car store door delivery would relieve this congestion, as one large truck, fully loaded, , would supplant
about 25 trucks or horse teams from individual consignees,
most of them carrying only fractional loads. It follows
that such a system would eliminate numerous drayage concerns and decrease the number of conveyances required by
commercial or industrial establishments, which receive or
And judging from the experience
send freight shipments.
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of the American Railway Express Company, horse drawn vehicles would be found mo~t economical for a .considerable
part of the pick up work.
If all of the less-than-carload freight under fifty mile hauls was turned over to the truck by the railroads in the congested centers in the East, a large number of vehicles would be required to handle the traffic.
Even an intelligent guess at the number which would be
needed is impossible, but it certainly could not be larger
than the total number of conveyances used by'the American
Railway Express Company throughout the United States. The
latter company's equipment consiats approximately of
16,500 horse drawn vehicles~ 1,500 electric street and industrial trucksr and 2,500 gas trucks, a total of 20,000
vehicles. Assuming that this figure of 20,000 represents
the number of gas or electric· trucks v1hich would be re·quired for handling the short haul LCL freight business
mentioned, and that the system vvill be completely introduced within five years, 4,ooo trucks would be required
per year. This number, which seems larger than could possibly be attained under the circumstances, would mean good
profits for the manufacturers who received contracts for
· these trucks, but would have little effect upon the industry as a whole or the total production figure.
As a matter of fact there are numerous practical
difficulties in the successful correlation of railroad and
truck service which will be hard to surmount, and the installation of the system referred to above, if it is ever
consummated, will never be done in five years. on·e of the
greatest of these difficulties is the financial condition
of the railways, which are not in position to'. incur capital
expenditures that savor in any' ·way of experimentation.
Limiting Factors in Future Development of Motor Truck
Various factors which will have an important bearing on the future development of the motor truck have been
mentioned in the preceding discussions of truck markets,and
will now be taken up in detail They are (1) motor truck
regulation; (2) motor truck taxation; (5) rack of good
roads as a limiting factor, and (4) future supply of gasoline, or other fuels.
Motor Truck Regulation
The motor truck on account of its rapidly increasing
use as a. common carrier faces the general enactment of
statutes placing it under the same state regulation as other
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Such
transportation mediums engaged in public service.
regulation should be welcomed by commercial car operators
and manufacturers because it will help to stabilize motor
transportation by eliminating the present cut-throat com. petition between competing motor express lines, and by
' assisting in the coordination of the power wagon with the
Mr. Henry C. Spurr, Editor of
older forms· of transport.
Public Utility Reports, has recently published a book in
which the statutes of the various states bearing upon
motor truck transportation have been collected, in which
·
he says in part:
"The automobile has introduced competition into
the entire field of transportation, between automobile
lines, electric railways, steam railroads and all other
similar ~gencies. It is not economical, practical or
sound that one form of transportation while in active
competition with another, should be burdened with the exactions of public regulation, as to its r~tes, the character of ·its service, the upkeep of its equipment, its accounting methods, its obligations to maintain certain po~
tions of the highways, etc., while the other transportation agency operates without any such restrictions and
without any of the obligations imposed by regulation. If
the jitney, or motor bus, or truck, is not regulated, it
cannot be said that the street railway operating in the
same territory enjoys monopolistic conditions."
"The development of automobile transportation as a
public service, along with the present policy of state
regulation of public utilities, has resulted logically in
the inclusion of this new means of conveyance within the
regulatory sphere in a considerable portion of the country. Regulatory action by direct legislation or otherwise
has been attempted or made effective in "twenty-seven
states, while the regulatory .Boards or Commissions have
acted or endeavored to act under powers directly conferred
·
or assumed in other states."
DGinald D. Conn, as Chief of the Transportation Division of the Joint Congressional Commission of Agricultural
Inquiry, has made quite a study of motor truck transportation, and his remarks on regulation as well as on the related problem of taxation legislation point out the present
inequalities and the necessity for an unbiased and scientific determination of the facts which are needed for this
lawmaking.
"It seems inevitable," says Mr. Conn, "that inequalities between the conditions _imposed on the railroads
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and the motor trucks cannot continue indefinitely; that an
attempt to equalize them must come shortly. The motor
truck interests are awakening to the facts that they fa.ce
the general exactment of rate regulation and taxation legislation and that their orily protection along these lines
lies in getting together the vital .facts which would be involved as a fair basis for this law-making. This, I am assured, is now being done. This is a research job which
should be prosecuted with an eye single to getting the
facts-- not to making a case. The nation cannot afford to
have this new, facile and highly flexible form of transportation handicapped by unsound regulation.
"It is no longer sufficient for motor truck builders and operators to insist that they are paying a fair
share of highway expense. Perhaps they are--but that is
not the prevailing opinion among passenger car owners or
railway executives. The truth is, the vital facts at the
bottom of this contention are not known--and they must be
in order to get a square deal ' in the adjustment which is
bound to come."
Motor Truck Taxation
The question of motor truck taxation is of vital importance to the industry, more so perh~ps than any other
single factor. Railrr oad ·executives, pa.ssenger car owners,
and the public in general seem to be of one mind in the belief that the truck is far more destructive to our highways
than the other vehicles which use them and that its weight
must be limited and its fees or taxes increased to the
point where the truck will pay its fair share of roadway
maintenance. More than this, a distinct feeling exists
that the five-ton truck should be taxed off the roads entirely. The number of articles appearing in the news press
and in literary and technical periodicals during the past
three years calling attention to the destruction of roadways (which were previously adequate) by heavy truck or
bus traffic is astonishing.
Perhaps one of the first students of the economics
of motor truck transportation to enunciate the principle
that trucks should be taxed in proportion to their destructive effect on roads, or rather in proportion to the cost
to ·the community of providing roads for their use, was
Kenneth s. Gaston. An article from his pen on this subject
appeared in Commerce Monthly of December 1920

'

.

"Good construction and maintenance," says Mr. Gaston,
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"have always been a problem, which has now become so
When au·t omobiles were first
pressing as to cause alarm.
introduced the existing roads, which had been designed
for horse traffic, were found to be unsuitable and bituminous macadam with heavier foundations was widely adoptThe widespread use of automobiles brought about exed.
tensive construction ·of highways adapted '· :to the needs of
the motorist. In catering to: these _needs·· the w~ight ·of
the vehicle was hardly considered. By the time moto~
trucks first came into general use many of _the states had
built excellent highway systems which represented an enormous capital irivestment in addition to high maintenance
costs.
The heavy truck with solid tires introduced a type
of traffic for which the roads were entirely inadequate.
Foundations were not stron~ enough to support this concentrated load; surfaces were rapidly broken up and the
deplorable condition of American roads today is the result.
Cormnunities which had been barely able to carry previous
maintenance expense found it impossible to keep pace with
the trucks' destruction. It was found useless to repair
roads of the lighter macadam types as a few months of truck
traffic wore them out. Even when roads were built to withstand traffic by trucks of a certain weight, they were frequently used with disastrous results by still heavier vehicles. Comparatively new roads have been rendered unfit
for use be~ore the bonds whi~h financed them were retired.
Motor Trucks and the Highway Problem in Massachusetts
A concrete example- of the deplorable condition
pointed out by Mr. Gaston is contained in Gerrit Fort's
'!Railroad Goose and Truck Gander," an article which appeared in The Nation's Business of April, 1922.
"Let us illustrate this point by considering the
conditions in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which
prides itself on its fine highways. Since the year 1908
motor vehicle fees have been used to aid in constructing
and maintaining highways. From 1908 to 1915 practically
all of the fees were received from so-called pleasure
cars. The construction of highways during this period .contemplated but little. change in the cost of highways or the
burden they carried, but in 19.15 the development of the
trucks began calling for much heavier road construction,
wider and harder surfaces and more permanent construction
·
. f .rom foundation to surface.
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"The number of commercial vehicles leaped from approximately 7,QOO in 1924 to 12,055 in 1915. In 1920 t~e
total registration of motor vehicles was 504,558, of which
52,868 were commercial cars. The registration for January,
1922 indicates a probable increase of 20 percent in the
number of commercial vehicles registered for the current
year.
"The total expenditures by the state for highway
construction and maintenance have grown from $600,000 in
1907 to $5,000,000 in 1920. In 1907 the counties were expending practically nothing for new construction . but devoted nearly $1,000,000 to that purpose in 1920 • . In 1908
the incorporated cities and towns expended less than
·
$5,ooo,ooo; in 1920 the amount was approximately
I
$20,000,000.
"The foregoing figures clearly show tha~ motorists
cannot claim to have borne the larger part, or even a fair
. share, of the increased cost of highway construction. In
1920 the state took from all classes of motor vehiclists,
for highway improvement, $5,400,000, which is but a trifle
over one-sixth of the money that was expended on highway .
improvements in Massachusetts that yea+.
"In the twenty-seven years that the state has been
engaged in constructing, developing and maintaining highways it has expended a sum slightly in excess of
$20,000,000 for construction · and $10,000,000 for mainteDuring the same period ·the ci ·t ies and towns have,
nance.
in addition, expended $180,000,000 ·for construction and
maintenance. Of this total expenditure, motor vehicle operators have contributed, in fees, slightly less 'than
.
. ,
$11,000,000.
"These expenditures have, however, failed to keep
pace with the mounting costs that have been created by the
rapid changes in the type of road needed and the higher
cost of highway construction. Before the advant of the
truck a macadam road suitable for the demands of traffic
of that day cost $6,820 per average mile; the exacting demands of present-day travel call for an average cost per
mile not far from $50,000. The state, countries, cities
and· towns are faced, during the next ten years, with an
expense of not less than $90,000,000 for wider roads, bet·
ter surfaces and stronger foundations.
TTThe bridges in Massachusetts were constructed to
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meet a traffic demand wholly different from that of the
present day, and many of them are said to be unsafe. A
study made by a corps of engineers in the Department of
Public Works reaches the conclusion that at least
$20,000,000 must be devoted by the state, counties and
cities to meet this serious situation.
"The experience of Massachusetts is that of other
New England states, in somewhat varying degree, and is
fairly typical of any well populated state in any section of the country.
The Motor Truck at Albany
A bill, which attracted marked attention in nearly
all the states, was introduced in the New York State Legislature at ·Albany a year or two ago. This bill called
for a tax of $100 for each ton capacity on all trucks of
five tons or over, with the tax on smaller tru<?ks double
the present amount. Under the present law the assessment
ranges from $25 to $45, so that under· the ·p roposed statute
the total tax would be less than $100 for commercial vehicles under five ton capacity, bu~ would be $500 for the
five ton truck and $1,000 for each ten ton truck.
Governor Miller of New York, asked to explain why
the proposed tax on motor trucks was increased in greater
proportion than the tax on other vehicles, replied:
"Because it is just that they should be more heavily taxed. The motor truck is becoming more and more a
means of transportation for short distances, and is supplementing the railroads . in this way. The highways were
not designed originally for such heavy traffic, and are
unable to carry it. The motor truck is destroying the ·
highways of the state and imposing a greater burden for
maintenance and repairs than the State has ever had to
bear before. In addition to this expense of repairing
roads already built, the motor truck will increase the
expense of building new roads, which will have to be con...:.
structed in a more solid fashion in order to carry the
heavier traffic.
"When provided by the State with a roadbed the
owner of motor trucks has no grievance if he is asked to
pay a moderate tax to maintain it. The proposed increase
is not large~ And I can conceive of a situation which
would make it advisable to levy in addition to the license
This would apply .to motor
a tax on gross earnings.
trucks just as it does to any other common carrier."
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Senator Lowman, Chairman of the Internal Affairs
Committee, has been quoted as follows in support of the
bill:
"These heavy trucks do so much damage that it is
impossible to keep the roads in repair and the bridges in
safe condition~ ·· The tendency is toward . increasing the
capacity of trucks, and conditions are getting worse all
the time. It has now come to the point where the State
must decide. whether it -is going to rebuild entirely its
system of roadways and bridges or preserve those we have.
We cannot legislate these big trucks off the highways so
we must tax them off."
This bill was lost in the assembly, and has never
subsequently been enacted into law, but it undoubtedly
represents the prevailing feeling regarding the motor
trucks destructiveness to the public highways. Every
state that has built good roads is suffering from this
trouble, and while the undercurrent of feeling has been
slow in expressing itself in the law, it seems certain
that the truck is facing stricter regulation, weight re. striction and higher taxes. License fees for trucks are
still nominal in most of the states (in 1922 the license
fee for a 5 ton truck varied from $5 to $500), but active
progress has been made in limiting the gross weight of
motor trucks. Ohio, for example, the second state in number of trucks registered, limits ·gross weight distribution
to not more than 14,000 pounds per axle, which means that
the 5-1/2 ton truck is the maximum allowed on Ohio roads.
The 5 ton truck is prohibited in many states, while Florida and Vermont make 2 tons as about the capacity limit.
Public Pszchology Against·the Truck
"The attitude of the average passenger car owner
toward the motor truck is not a matter that motor truck
makers or owners can afford to ignore," declares Forrest
Crissey in the Saturday Evening Post of Dec. 16, 1922.
"All signs point to the fact that it will fia ve to be reckoned with--for their are about nine passenger cars to one
motor truck in this country, and their owners are organized
and alert. They appear to be of one mind in feeling that
the motor truck, in most states, is 'no~paying its fair
share for the privileges of the highway; · that its fees,save
in a few states, aTe merely nominal and not at all in proportion with the .space which it occupies or with its roadway consumption in wear and tear; that the motor truck is
always on the road while the average passenger car is rolling relatively a small part of the time."
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Executives in the motor truck industry point out
as a favorable omen for future commercial car production,
the lack of sufficient rail facilities -- "Throttled and
curbed by inimical legislation which the public through
its political servants allowed to be inflicted upon them,
the railroads will require years to work out their salva.tion." However, signs are not lacking that the motor
truck, like the railroad, will feel the effect of inimical legislation. Public psychology seems to be against
the motor truck when it comes to taxation and regulation.
Nothing is more disagreeable to any people than taxes,and
the public, rightly or wrongly, seems to believe that the
truck is responsible for an unfair proportion of the
enormously increased cost of highways.
Then the average
American is a pleasure car owner or user, and he ·seldom
stops to consider the economic value of the huge lumbering motor truck, which slows up his journey and pays little attention to his frantic signals for passing room.
The truck is probably the largest single factor in the
development of our modern hard surfaced roads, but in
place of thanking the commercial car for this, the ten
million owners of passenger cars censure the truck for
being a "road hog", and for pounding holes in their hard
roads.
A sign of .the times in connection with the question of truck taxation and regulation is the boycott,
which spread throughout California last year agai~st the
motor bus and the motor truck. Employees of the Southern
Pacific Railroad organized the Southern Pacific Good Service League (apparently in cooperation with real estate
interests desirous of securing interurban railway construction, which they cannot now obtain on account of fear
of bus qompetition) and attempted to curtail motor truck
shipping and bus operation. They claimed that the Southern Pacific Railroad is meeting severe competition under
unjust conditions from automobiles, and asked that heavier
taxes be levied upon the highway carriers. It may be well
in this connection to remember that .the railroads have in
the past assumed a "dog in the manger" attitude toward all
new forms of transportation, and the Southern Pacific's
loss of traffic to the automobile may be exaggerated. However, public sympathy seems to be with the railroad or
rather against the motor truck, for Automotive Industries,
a trade publication which is not noted for its pessimism,
admitted in August of last year that from the standpoint
of public sentiment it was doubtful if a very serious out-
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cry would be made if all trucks were ordered off the
roads, although if such an extreme situation were to
develop,. the public would very·quickly see how dependent they really are on the auto-truck. This controversy
has not been settled. The bus and truck owners found
that.they could organize also and a conference was formed
in an attempt to work out a mutually satisfactory settlem~nt, although it seems evident that the trucks will have
to make concessions.
Increasirrg_Taxes

m~

Limit Motor Truck Transportation

This feeling has already crystallized in a gasoline consumption tax of one cent a gallon in Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Miss·issippi, Montana, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Dakota and Washington, and
a two cent tax in Oregon and.South Carolina, in addition
to license fees similar to those in force in the other
states. This gasoline tax seems to appeal to the passenger car owner,. as it should to everyone, because the tax
on each vehicle is measured by the amount of its use of
the highways. As a matter of fact, . the gasoline tax is
so sound from nearly every viewpoint and so "painless" and
effective in operation that its use has spread rapidly,and
it seems probable that a majority of the states will shortly adopt it. Only two states had the gasoline tax in 1919,
but twelve adopted it in 1921 and two in 1922. The Mayors
of New York through the New York State Conference of Mayors
in January, 1925 asked the Legislature to enact a low plac~
ing a tax on gasoline and to return three-fourths of the
revenue to the localities, to be used exclusively for the
construction and maintenance of highways and for the regulation of traffic.
It may readily be seen that a combination of the
gasoline tax and increased license fees might seriously
limit the use of motor trucks, as both would bear more
heavily upon the commercial car than the pleasure car.
Trucks use greater quantities of gasoiine relatively than
motor cars, and while the added cost of a cent or two a
gallon means little to the owner of a pleasure car, the
truck operator notices the difference, for his truck is a
utilitarian vehicle and is run on a dollar and cents basis.
However, in view of the fact that motor trucks were operated economically with fuel costs considerably above the
present level, it seems that the payment of a two cent per
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.gallon tax will work no great hardship on . the industry' although it will tend to cut down the effective area of the
truck in competition with other methods of transportation.
The prospective increase in license fees may prove a
more serious handicap for the industry although judging
from present reactibns only the heavy trucks will be seriously affected. A distinct feeling exists that the five
ton truck should be taxed off the highways, and while only
a small proportion of commercial motor vehicles are of that
capacity or larger (2% of 1921 production), such a restric·tion might setiously limit the motor transportation of
freight ~nd passengers for hir~. The larger trucks are
usually able to show a lower ton-mile cost than trucks of
small capacity arid are the type used by commercial transportation companies. The argument is advanced . that the
elimination of the five-ton truck would increase production because·two 2 1/2 ton trucks would be purchased instead, but this argument seems somewhat fallacious.
Has Destruction of Roads by

Truc~s

been Exaggera!!ed?

~he ·question of truck license fees, in the last
analysis, rests upon the highway problem, and a knowledge
of the relative destructiveness of the various sizes and
types of motor trucks and m6tor cars. Chief MacDonald, of
the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, is making a study of
highway wear, but has not yet developed the facts for a
fair adjustment of this contention between the pleasure
car a.nd the commercial car owners. However, everyone
seems to admit that of the two y~hicles, the motor truck
is much more destructive, hence their owners may confident. ly expect ·to pay higher fees. It may be, of course, that .
the wear of roads caused by trucks is exaggerated. The
greatest complaint in this respect has come from California
an.'d Massachusetts, and the following quotation from an address by Mr. MacDonald on March 1, 1922 indicates that
road conditions in those states may not be a.s bad as reported.

"Most of the things that we have known about highways are not so. You will find flat contradictions of
practically everything we have accepted as trite and academic and almost proverbial.
"In California--~nd here is. another thing that is
not so-- people say that the roads of California have
gone ·to pieces and that they have been gradually giving
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up the ghost. The ;Bur.e au made a very careful survey of
1 290 miles ·out of the entire system of about 1,5·00 miles
of concrete roads which have been built in California
since 1909; that is a . period of over ten years.
0

"In ~hat ten-year period, of the entire mileage
that has been built, less than thirteen per cent. is all
that shows signs of distress or has been broken down. All
those roads, gentlemen, were four and five inches thick,
and seventy percent. of all whi6h showed distress were
laid over clay and adobe soils. It is my judgment that
they would have shown about the same distress when laid
over that kind of soil had they been v~ry much thicker.
"It seems to me that, in this matter of highway
transport, the main thing is to judge its development by
the facts ~nd not by current gossip that obtains or prevails relative to instances where the highway may have ·
failed. I want to contradict one other thing. I should
not take so much time, but I want to contradict the oftheard remark that our highways are going to pieces now.
"During the period of the war practically all maintenance was withdrawn from ·the highways at the period when
vie increased our rolling stock over them more than 1, 200
per cent. It has taken the whole time since the war period
to bring those highways back. Take, for exarn.£1~~ the
State of Massachusett~hi .s year tqei have expended what ·
they figure would be the e~ivalent of about three .~_ar~
normal mg,intena nce mon~ on the highw~~ .B ut with that ex,£endi ture thez feel that they have .brought their highwal.§_
ba ck not only to ·a.§_good condition as they were in before
the war, but to a far better condition, and that is generalll the condition of the highways as we find them--that
they are in better condition today than ~hey have ever been
before ,_notwithstand!!!~!· ro]:_.b~stock over them has increased _more thag 1; 800. . per ~ :cent··"

.E~tu:re . of Mot6r'.:·Truck. _JransEQ!:ta tion
Roads
Dependent ·u12on. Construction
-- ----·
--- -- . of Hard Surfaced

· All writers . in the automotive industries agree that
the future of highway transport is largely dependent upon
the continued improvement of our public highways, a problem which seems to be one of the most .serious that confronts the United States. "Leaders of thought within the
automotive industry, according to James Dalton of Automotive Industries, "have arrived at the conclusion that so
long as attention is concentrated exclusively ~pon the
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production and sale of motor vehicles, the .industry is
building upon a foundation of sand. They feel that motor
transportation is in its infancy, provided highvvays are
developed upon a systematic basis, but that unless this
is done they will find themselves with a tremendous amount
of highway rolling stock with nothing upon which to roll
'
it."
"Vers~tile in·utilitarian advantages as is the motor
truck it is well nigh hopeless to further increase its
serviceability .until present-day roads are largely rebuilt," writes·~: Rollin W. Hutchinson, Jr., in Industrial
Management of Sept. I, 1921.

·"The motor truck has gone as far as ·it can toward
maximum utility on existing roads and the truck manufacturing industry to enlarge its sales is now faced with the
necessity of aiding in the improvement of the highway
rather than going faster th.a n it· is in . the improvement of
·
the motor truck."
Passenger car· produ.ction ·has rea.ched its present
high level in spite of the bad roads for which the United
States is famous, in fact automobiles are most numerous in
proportion to population on the central plafns where roads
.are practically unimproved. The weal th of . the farmers ,and
the levelness of the land are ·favorable factors which have
served to counteract the lack of improved highways. Motor
trucks on the other hand cannot function efficiently on
dirt roads. The farmers in .the Middle West use a moderate
number of light trucks, but the Dept. of Agriculture bul~
. letins previously referred to. indica t ·e that these vehicles
operate under a.··considerable..handicap, a large percentage
of their owners givirig bad· roads as the principal disadvantage of ovming them.
The construction of highways has lagged far behind
the producti6n of automobiles as Chart B clearly.shows, and
the rapidly increasing maintenance charges due to the advent of the motor car and motor truck are also shown.
.
$120"000,000 was spent for all highway purposes in 1910,
and $600,000,000 in 1921, art increase of 400 per cent, but
motor vehicle registr~tion increased during "the same period 1,800 per cent. Only 12 per cent of the 2,500,000
miles of roads outside · the cities are improved at all,
while not one per cent are really good, and the mileage
capable of sustaining heavy motor truck traffic is only a
fraction of one per· cent.
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On the other hand, Chief MacDonald of the Bureau
of Good Roads states iri his annual report that greater
progress was made in providing the means of highway transportation during the fiscal year 1922 than in any similar
period in the history of the country. Ten thousand miles
were added to the Federal-aid roads, and a greater mileage
was doubtless constructed \Vi th out Federal assistance. More
significant, ·however, than the progress in the physical·
work of road construction, according to Mr. MacDonald, are
·two developments which promise results for the future unequaled by atiy developments of the quarter century of highway ac-tr±vity • First of these is the passage of the Federal highway act with its plan for a connected system of
roads for the whole Nation; the second is the extraordinary activity in economic and .physical research in connection with the financing, location, management, and design
of the highways.
The Federal Highway Act
The Federal highway act provides that Federal
funds shall be expended upon a definite ·system of roads,
not exceeding seven per cent of the public .highways. This
system will include approximat.ely 180., 000 m;i..les and will·
connect practically all of the county ·sea ts .; w~ thin each
state. Judging from present rates of appropriation, fifteen to twenty years will . be required for completion of
the system, and it will be . many years before ,t he work ex- .
tends from the main highways .to the county· rqads.
The
Federal government is authorized· tci pay up to 50 per cent
of the cost of these roads, the remainder being advanced
by the states, but has gotten along so far with paying 45%
on an average. A total of $540;000,000 has been appropriated for the construction of Federal aid highvrays by
Congress, 17,000 miles have been completed, and it is estimated that 71,000 miles or nearly '10% of the system of
180,000 miles of roads will be built when the recent appropriation of $190 1 000,000 has all been expended in 1924.
This system of improved h~ghways will not all be paved
roads by any means. The mileage that has been built up to
the present time has been about 70 per cent of the cheaper
types, while the 30 per cent of modern paved roads has
cost about 62 per cent of the total expenditure. Based on
an average cost of $17,000 per mile, the aggregate cost of
the Federal aid program will represent about $5,00o,ooo,ooo
and an equal mileage of state and county · roads will probably be built independertt of the Federal aid system.
The main reason why good roads are a.till scarce is
their enormous cost. Ellsworth Huntington and.Frank E.
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Williams in their recently published book "Bu.siness Geography" have illustrat~d this fact by computing the cost
· of improving half of the 116,000 miles of roads in the
state of Ohio in the same manner as the roads for which
the Federal government has applied aid, and they find that
the total cost would exceed $1,000,ooo,ooo. The annual
carrying cost for this expenditure, including maintenance,
would be $26 per person, or $200 per car in the state. And
only a small percentage of these suppositional roads would
stand heavy.motor truck traffic.
The cost of good roads is so great that many people
are in despair. Under the present sy~tem of road financing" it is impossible to build large· mileages of roads of
a type which ~ can bear heavy truck traffic. A good con·crete road costs from $50,000 to $60,000 a mile to build,
which is more than most communities can afford. Moreover,
they see no reason why they should pay for concrete roads
from which they derive only indirect benefits not proportionate to the cost, and which are enjoyed by true~ opera tors at a nominal expense. ·

In view of the enormous cost of hard surfaced roads,
conside·rable doubt exists as to the construction in the
immediate future of .the ambitious road program comprising
the Federal aid system. The Post Office appropriation bill
signed by the President June 19, 1922, carried with it an
appropriation of $190,000,000 for Federal aid in road ·
building during the three subsequent years, but the various states may not all feel able to meet the apportionments of this fund made to them.
"There is plenty of evidence," according to Chief
MacDonald of the Bureau of Public Roads,in a highway conference last year,ttthat the tax paying public is rapidly
nearing the end of its ac~ivity, or at least its willingness, to act further in the capacity of a shock absorber.
There is no reason why the highways should not be placed
in the self-supporting class. Our tptal expenditures for
highway purposes in the United States last year (1921)
were about $600,000,000. This is the maximum expenditure
for one year, but even this rate will not satisfy; within
any reasonable period, the demand for improved roads."
Automotive Industry Must Pay Larger Proportion
of Cost of New Highwa~
In other words, the only way in which the automo-
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tive industry can secure the roads which it believes vital
to continued expansion seems to be to pay for their construction cost as well as upkeep. The industry in the past
insisted that good roads were of such material benefit to
the general public that both original cost and subsequent
maintenance expenses should be borne by.the public through
general taxation, but recognizing the handwriting on the
wall, automobile manufacturer s and dealers now agree · that
motor vehicles should be willing to pay the maintenance
cost of public highways. They contend that the original
cost should be borne by the general public- through taxation
or bond issues, but regardless of this theory, the fact
seems to be that the automobiles will have to pay directly
for a~ least a part of the construction expense of new hard
surfaced roadways.
In this connection those in the automobile industry
insist that they are at the present time more than paying
for the maintenance of all the highways in the country. The
following tabulation (mostly estimated) of the speci~l taxes
paid by the industry during 1921 is the basis upon which
they rest their argument.
S:eecial Taxes Paid by .Auto!J.!otive Industries in 1921
Federal excise tax, passenger .cars

$ 64,388,1.84

Federal excise tax, motor trucks .

11,640,056

Federal excise tax, accessories, parts,tires •

59,518,009

State motor vehicle registration fees (est'd) 125,000,000

..

75,ooo,ooo

..
.

10,500,000

Local motor, franchise, mileage, business,
etc. (est'd) . . ~ . . . . . ~ . . • . . •

10,000,000

..

Persorial property taxes (est'd) •

.

Gasoline tax in 15 states, le and 2c per
gallon, 1922 (est'd) • . • . . . . . •

Municipal registration and license fees
(est' d) . . . . . . . . . . .
·
v

•

•

•

.
•

•

•

l, 000, 000

_ _

Total, • · • • . • . • . . . . . • $557,046,249
Total highway maintenance charges in 1921 were estimated at
$180,000,000 , and on the above basis .the industry as a whole
pays taxes largely in . ex~ess of maintenance costs. However,
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Federal excise taxes and personal property taxes are not
a direct charge against the automobile in the same sense
that registration fees arid gasoline taxes are, and the
above exhibit fails to differentiate between the motor
truck and the motor car. Assuming for sake of argument
that the industry as a whole is paying its fair.share of
highway maintenance expense, the same would not necessarily follow with regard to the truck, as the pleasure car ·
owners throughout the country will agree.
Farmers Want "Farm-to-Market" Roads
. . Another factor which will influence the construction of roads in this country is the attitude of the American farmer. Agricultural interests exert a great political and economic influence and the sentiment of the farmer is crystallized against the construction of anything
except "farm-to-market" roads. The present method of
building the highways comprising the Federal aid system
would make "farm-to-market" or county roads the las.t : links
in the system to be constructed. The fatmer thinks· that
h~ should be ihe first.
This point was stressed by Vice President Elisha
Lee of the Pennsylvania Railroad in his address of Jan.
Mr.
13, ·1925· before the Society of Automotive Engineers.
Lee brought out the needless duplication of transportation
facilities involved in certain localities in electric interurban lines and motor bus systems.
"Outside the large cities, much interest in the coordination of rail and motor facilities centers upon the
possibilities of extending the use df motor trucks as lateral feeders to the railroads. There seems to be a positive mania today for building long distance automobile ~nd
motor truck roads, whereas the more urgent need is probably for shorter distance lateral highways, bringing the
more remote villages and countryside into better communication with t~e·larger towns and railroad centers. But
just now no one seems to be much interested in a road
project unless it is advertised to run from ocean to ocean
or lakes to gulf, or to create some other new and striking
long red line on the touring maps. That appeals to the
imagination, but it is very doubtful whether it constitutes, in the majority_ of cases, the best expenditure of
the ta~payers' money.
"To make matters worse, in many cases, especially in
the Central West, the rail lines had already been paral.:.
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eled, years ago, by interurban trolleys so that the. advent
of the concrete road, and its bus lines of ten simply provides a .third agency of transportation where one would suffice. Thus, with a serious shortage of transportation for
the country as a whole, we are confronted with a remarkable excess of facilities in certain instances.
"One of 'the important effects of building highly
improved roads directly paralleling the main lines of the
railroad has been to reduce the travel on local accommodation trains, ·operating over these lines) to the point
where they show very serious losses. Yet a sufficient
number of people continue using these trains as to make
it evident that their complete abandonment would often be
a genuine hardship. We have many cases of this kind on
the Pennsylvania Railroad System, especially in the Central West where, as I have stated, mile after mile of concrete and stone roads are being built parallel to rail
lines already paralleled by trolleys, while the lateral
roads ·into the farming regions and more distant ·villages
,'
remain almost impassable in winter."
Summary of Highwal Problem as Factor
in Future Truck Production
Summing up the highway situation, the automotive
industries regard increased construction of improved _roads
as ·essential for continued high production levels~ but the
public is nearing the limit of its direct tax paying willingness, ' and it seems that the automobile its elf will have
to pay all of the maintenance and an increasing proportion
of the construction expense of roadways. This necessity
in turn will be a limiting factor with respect to future .
production of automobiles beca~se it will increase the
cost of operation of motor oars through larger gasoline
taxes and registration fees. The present production level
has been made possible largely by virtue of the low purchase and operation cost of the passenger car. In view of
the enormous cost of good roads it seems doubtful if new
construction to the desired extent can be attained in any
manner under present conditions. The peak expenditure of
$600, 000, o.oo in 1921, according to Mr. MacDonald, will not
satisfy the demand for good roads, although that figure is
the equivalent of a tax of 15 cents per gallon on the gasoline used by all varieties of motor driven vehicles using
the public highways.
With respect to the motor truck, the road problem
seems to be even more important. Most of the commercial
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automobiles in the United States are located in the cities
and industrial communities where paved roads exist, and as
will be brought out later, such communities are pretty
well motorized already. Preliminary registration figures
by states for 1922 show that over 55 per cent of the motor
t,rucks in the United States are located in eight indus.:.
trial states as shown below:
Motor Truck Registration in Principal States:
New York
Ohio
Illinois
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Michigan
Indiana
All States about

220,768

120,000

99,724
83,700
65,821
65,715

60,422

57,000
773,150
1,400,100

The extension of the truck market beyond its present
rather narrow limits seems to be largely dependent upon
the construction of ha rd surfaced roads in communi ·~ies
where the commercial motor vehicle is now little used.
However, too great emphasis must not be placed upon the
possibility of an increased demand for trucks from this
source on account of the difficulties anticipated in finishing the system of Federal ~id highways, and because
the increased taxes and fees, which alone can make possible the desired new road construction, are certain to
bear more heavily upon an~ be much more of a limiting
factor to the motor truck than the motor car. In addition the fact must not be lost sight of that~ regardless
of new road construction, the sparsely settled regions
of the United States will never probably be as large
users of trucks as the populous industrial cities.and communities. Caiifornia, for example, has an abundance of
good roads with many towns close together, yet that state
has but 38,953 commercial motor vehicles, while Kansas,
with almost no improved roads, has 25,468 trucks. In the
latter state there is one powerwagon to every 77 inhabitants, with 88 as the corresponding figure for California
and 75 for the country as a whole (based on 1920 census
figures as to population), in spite of the fact that California has more passenger cars than any other state. The
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ratio of .commercial cars to passel?ger·cars in California
is but 4.8 per cent as compared with 7.8 per cent in Kansas, 28.4 per cent in New York . and 15.9 per cent for the
United States. The completion of perhaps 30,000 miles of
improved highways during the past two years has had little visible effect upon total truck production although
it is true that economic conditions were unfavorable during that period.
Diminishing Sup_pl_l of Gasoline
Another limiting factor which may make itself felt
in the .automotive industry before many years is the question
of gasoline or other motor fueL supply. The development of
motor transportation is closely linked with the petroleum
industry, for petroleum products seem certain to be the most
important source of power for automobiles. Our domestic
consumption at the present time is running at the annual
rate of 600,000,000 barrels, and if the registration of
motor vehicles continues to increase as it has been ih the
past, the· quantity, quality, a.nd price of .motor power may
become a problem of vital importance~
The United States Geological Survey, in cooperation
with the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, made
an exhaustive analysis of the unmined crude petroleum supply
in the United States during 1921, and estimated that
g, 000, 000, 000 barrels of oil recoverable by meth.ods now in
use remained in the ground. This estimate is about 70 per
cent larger than the Geological Survey's present survey in
1918, but still looks small in comparison with domestic consumption of gasoline and its remarkable rate of increase
during the past year.
Some of the more sanguine<statisticians and economists in the motor vehicle industry believe that a saturation level of some.20,000,000 cars and trucks will be
reached about 1950, as will naturally be the case if production continues to increase at somewhere near its present
rate. Assuming that such will be the case,- and that oil
production and consumption will increase in proportion, it
can easily be shown that the nine billion barrels of petroleum riow believed to be in the ground in the United States
will be exhausted about the time wh_en the assumed registra.tion of 20,000,000 vehicles will be reached. Such a computation is of course the crudest kind of approximation and
disregards a multitude of factors, which might influence the
situation, but nevertheless it shows that unless new fields
are discovered, lack of motive power may prove a limiting
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. ;t

factor in the production of motor vehicles.
Secretary Hoover of the Department of Commerce in
his annual report for 1922 stated that investigation by
his Department had disclosed that the country's domestic
sources of oil could last only a generation, and that
foreign nations were rapidly pre-empting the available
foreign oil-bearing territory, although there is measurable assurance of future foreign supplies under American
control.

While large stocks of oil are on hand at the
present time, production has been in excess of demand
during the past two years and prices are low. Some authorities believe that the peak of petroleum production in this
country has been passed. Domestic consumption of gasoline
.has increased at a remarkable rate, and rising prices for
petroleum products are now predicted. The existing Mexican
fields have declined in output and the gasoline content of
oil imported from Mexico is low. Large quantities df oil
may be discovered ~n other parts of the ~orld, but the increased price due to the cost of ocean transpor·ta tion
would again be a limiting factor. The abundant supply of
cheap fuel in the United States is one-of the principal
reasons why we have an automobile to every nine· persons,
while in England the ratio is one to every ninety inhabitants. And if a situation similar to that portrayed in
the preceding paragraph should develop, the rapidly rising
price of petroleum products as the unmined supply.of oil·
was depleted would limit production in the same manner.
Eventually the price of gasoline would reach a point where
its extraction from oil-bearing shales and the use of substitutes would become commercially possible and sufficient
motor fuel would probably be available from those sources,
but at an increased price, the effect of which upon the
automotive industry cann·ot be visualized at this tim~. Of
course, the discovery of large new oil fields in this
country, or Yankee ingenuity in discovering new fields, or
designing more efficient engines, may counteract the limiting tendencies pointed out.
Eastern Industrial. States Principal Truck Market
Going back to the first part of this paper in which
the various markets for motor trucks were discussed,
intra-city transportation of freight and commodities was
pointed out as the logical function of the truck and its
greatest field of activity. Export demand, and motor ex-
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press and omnibus lines will constitute markets of increasing importance but of minor consequence for the immediate future of the industry as a whole, while it is
not believed that the farm market will ever rival the industrial market although the farmers will undoubtedly buy
more trucks of the Ford type as their economic status improves and good roads increase in mileage. The status of
the industrial states in the East as the predominant mar~
ket for the motor truck is clearly reflected in a preceding tabfilation, which showed that ove~ 55 percent of the
commercial vehicles in the United States are located in
eight of these states. This fact is also reflected in
11he registration figures which have just been published
for 1922. The eight states just mentiohed absorbed a
large proportion of the 240, 000 trucks · manufs.ctured in
1922, perhaps 70 per cent. Truck regist~ation figures
are very unreliable, but the Efficiency Mail List Company
gives the total registration for 1921 as 1,236,000. The
recently published _figures for 1922 total 1,331,999, but
if this amount is increased by the estimated number of
commercial motor vehicles in the five states which did
not differentiate between passenger and commercial cars,
a revised total of . 1,420,000 is reached. This figure indicates an increase in registration during 1922 of 185,000
while as shown below, the eight ipdustrial states contributed an increase of 156, 000 to . the registra.t ion total.
Increases in Registrations of Trucks in Leading
Manufacturing States · During 1922~
State
New York
Ohio
Illinois
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Massachusett s
Michi.g an
Indiana

Increase
Per cent
Numbers
50,598
25,061
19,818
15,000

11,775

10,154
10,569
15,683
156,456

26
26

24

21

18
26
51

23%

The figure given above for New .Jersey is but an approximation as the present registration is not comparable with
the previous one due to a change in method of classification. The above tabulation is taken from . the Commercial
Vehicle of Jan. 15, 1922, and while probably not strictly
comparable with the figures of the Efficiency Mail List
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Company, ~t neiertheless shows that a maj-0rity of the
240,000 trucks manufactured last year must have gone
into these eight inciustrial states.
As previously pointed out the number of motor
trucks in the agricultural states is small and the per~
centage of gain in 1922 was very slight, although Nebraska with a gain of 20 per cent was an exception, and a few
of the Southern states (which as a group are far behind
in number of motor cars and trucks owned) made good in- .
creases. Iowa gained but 2.7 per cent in registration,
while California, with its improved highways and great
distaQces, iricreased but 8 per cent. · Minnesota and Wisconsin are the two · states which rank next to the eight
leading industrial states, having increases during 1922
·
of 12,426 and 5,517 respectively~
Future production of motor trucks, it seems, must
depend largely upon the demand from the industrial states
previously pointed out., and as most of the commercia'l
vehicles. registered in this · country are now located in
those states, and as a large part of present output is
still going into the industrial communities, the question
na turaJ)y arises as to how long and in what quantities
this .market will continue to absorb motor trucks. Eventually of course a sa~uration point will be reached, and ·
after that demand will be confined to replacements, annual
increase of perhaps 5 per cent in resources and volume of
business, and variations in industrial activity with
changes in the "business cycle."
The computation of replacement demand is relatively
simple, but the prediction of a saturation point is a difficult undertaking, and a dangerous one when the manner in
which passenger car production has swept through innumerable "saturation points" is remembered. However, it seems
evident that the demand for · motor trucks for other than
replacements is . primarily a question of the substitution.
of motor propelled for horse drawn vehicles. Not entirely,
of course, for the power wagon has opene~ up new fields of
·
transportation, but competition with steam and electric
railroads and trolleys seems to be put an incidental part
of the truck's use, and the enlarged fie~d of operation of
the commercial establishments using motor truck delivery
simply cuts down by that much the necessity for delivery
equipment on th~ part of the less aggressive dealers. Hence
the decline in the number of horse drawn commercial conveyances, and the probable future decrease should give a
good indication as to the probable future demand for motor
trucks.
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The Horse versus the Truck
With regard to the horse as a factor in transportation the 1910 Bureau of the Census report states that
a study of changes in methods of locomotion and their effect on horse values indicates that as a general thing·
and for the country as a whole changes in long distance
transportation methods have caused an increased demand
for horses rather than a decreased demand as the increased
amount of business resulting from improved tran~portation
created a demand for more horses than were supplanted by
the new medium of travel.
In 1895 after the rapid substitution of electric
for horse drawn street cars,. bicycles became very popular,
and horse breeders were frightened by predictions that the
· wheel would supplant the horse, and the autombbile, then
an unknown factor,· was announced as about to complete
what the bicycle had left unfinished. It was commonly
predicted that horses would not be in general use much
longer, but in spite of the canal, railroad, bicycle,
automobile, and motor truck the number of horses on farms
has not decreased materially and a substantial number remain in our cities.
-"Despite the tremendous ~mount of ~otor truck promotion, there are still a great many horses to be seen
hauling freight," declares Frederick Vanzandt Lane in his
book "Motor Vehicle Transportation." "It might be expe~ted
that this woul~~e th~ case in country districts where road
conditions do not permit of heavy road units, but it is also noticeable in the larger cities where existing pavements
are strong enough to sustain heavy motor trucks. This is
substantiated by actual figures. While the number of
horses in the large cities has decreased materially,still
the number remaining is quite large, everything considered,
so large that the prediction made several years ago when
the motor truck first began to appear on the streets,that
horses wou1d soon .be. a thing of the past, has not al together been justified."
·
While the ·horse has not been eliminated as early
predicted, nevertheless the motor car and truck
have accomplished more ln that direction than the canal,
railroad and bicycle. Only meager sta tis ti cal data concerning the horse is available, but the last three census
reports show the following information with respect to
pro~he~s
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horses

i~

cities and towns:

HORSES AND MULES NOT ON FARMS IN UNITED STATES
1890
1900
1910
1920

No record

5,110,789
5,453,160
2,085,861

This exhibit shows that the passenger car has had
little effect upon the total number of horses and mules
not on farms, as the number actually increased during the
period from 1900 to 1910 when the automobile was becoming
a common vehicle. The number of horses diverted from
·driving purposes was apparently more than compensated for
by the increase in the number of draft animals used in
commercial and industrial pursuits.
Since 1910, however, the number of horses and mules
not on farms has been decreased substantially, beini almost 1,400,000 less in 1920 than at the previous census.
This elimination is largely the-result of the widespread
use of the motor truck, although the exportation of
1,000,000 horses during the war was another factor. There
were 680,500 auto-trucks registered in this country in
, 1919 and 6,391,000 passenger cars. The effect upon the
horse in the city of the doubling of the number of motor
trucks in use since the end of 1919 would be illuminating,
but no figures are available subsequent to 1920.
The Dept. of Health of the City of New York made a
stable and horse census on March 1917, March 1919 and
June 1921, and the 1910 and 1920 figures of the U.S. Bureau
of Census are also available for New York City. It is of
course dangerous to compare data gathersd by different organizations, but these two sets of figures are tabulated
below;
CENSUS OF HORSES IN NEW YORK CITY
Source

U.S. Bureau of Census
N.Y.C.Dept. of Health

Date of Census

Number

April 15,· 1910
128,175
1917
March
108,056
March
1919
ff
"
75,740
"
U.S. Bureau of Census
January 1,1920
55,075
N.Y.C.Dept.of Health
June
1921
65,126
The three figures .compiled by .the Department of Health of
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New York ·City when taken by .themselves or in conjunction
with the 'Bureau of Census report for 1910 indicate a
steady decline, but when considered with the 1920 figure
of the. Bureau of Census, a break or perhaps a reversal in
the downward tendency is indicated.
Chart C .shows o~ semi-logarithmic paper the rela~
tionship between the number of .horse drawn vehicles (estimated by dividing the number of horses in New York City
by 1.5) and motor propelled trucks, with the latter curve
projected to 1926, and a third curve showing the number of
both classes of vehicles in the City. The latter holds a
fairly even course around 90,000, and the tendency of the
projected truck registration curve to approach the same
level as a limit is evident. These two facts support the
theory.that the truck market is limited to the extent to
which the power wagon is able to displace the horse drawn
wagon. Chart D shows the same three curves plotted on
rectilinear coo~dinate paper. The curve representing the
normal trend of motor truck re~istration is an approximation of the growth curve y:abc first applied to economic
data by Raymond B. P~escott and described in . the Americari
Statistical Association Quarterly of December 1922.
If the theory that the truck market is largely lim·i ted to the extent to which the commercial motor car is
able to supplant the horse truck or wagon is true, the determination of the probable future elimination of the
horse~ if possible, would seem to be the most logical
method of forecasting future truck registration. A study
of the function now exercised by the horse in New York
City con~inces the author at least that future elimination
of the horse will be a more difficult and slower process
On short hauls, route work with
~than it has in the past.
frequent stops, and unpaved outlying districts horses are
more economical than trucks. The increasing conge~tion on
the streets 'of New York by slowing up tra{fic decreases
the advantage of greater speed which the:"mdtor has over
the horse, and· while the horse may eventually disappear
from the streets of New York, the process promises to be a
slow one. · The American Railway Express Company had 1 725
h~rses in.its New York City stables in 1921 as compar~d
with 870 in 1917, and over the country at large this efficient organization has 16,500 horse drawn vehicles and
only 5,800 gas and electric trucks. Express, milk ice
coal and drayage concerns still cling to the horse'for '
certa~n particular kinds of work where they know by actu 1
experi~nce that the horse functions more cheaply than th:
electric or gas truck.
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The Horse Association of America through its Secretary, Wayne Dinsmore, has originated considerable propa~
ganda purporting to show that many business men, who were
sold motor trucks during the war when horses _were scarce
and expensive ·and feed prices were high, have found their
operation uneconomical and are turning back to rhe horse,
but this Associ~tion like the National Automobile Chamber
of Commerce has ."an .axe to grind". The Horse AssO-cia tion
submits quotations from people in all parts of the country who profess to find greater economy in the use of
horses than motor trucks, and while these letters do not
prove the existence of a movement from the truck to the
horse, they confirm the belief that the horse still has
a place in short haul transportation.
Future EH.mination of Horses Will Be Slow
Summing up the question of the horse versus the
motor truck, it is the author's opinion that the sub§titution of motor propelled for horse drawn vehicles in the
cities and industrial communities is for.the present
pretty well accomplished. He takes this position in
spite of the fact that truck registration in the leading
industrial states increased over 20 per cent in 1922, as
he.does not believe that it can continue to increase at
that rate. This prediction is of course predicated upon
the assumption that the railroads will be able to handle
all long distance transportation that may develop, and
that increased business activity will not bring the traffic congestion which occurred during the war. Even if
such congestion should come and stimulate truck prod~c
tion as it did from 1917 to 1920, it seems evident that
in the long run the truck cannot successfully compete
with the railroad. Win-ter's snow and ice drive home the
fact that motor trucks cannot provide a permanent substitute for needed railway equipment.
The situation with respect to market,s which confronts the manufacturer of trucks was well expressed in
1920 by Mr. F. W. Fenn, Secretary, Motor Truck Committee,
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce.
"Despite the fact that the farmer today is the largest user of motor trucks ,he has not· even c.ommenced to buy,
while the urban market is fast being sold to capacity and
sooner or later will be oversold. Taking our two largest
cities, New York and Chicago as an illustration, motor
trucks have been largely sold in industries formerly using
horses, so that wherever motor trucks have been sold they
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. have displaced the horse. It is reported that the decline
of horses in New York has been 41% in a nine year period,
1910-1919, while in Chicago the decline has been 18% in
one year, 1917-1918. Eventually, the motor truck will
eliminate the horse from the streets of our cities, resulting in a saturation of the urba.n ma.rket, except for light
normal expansion and replacement as trucks wear out. When
this occurs, the constantly increasing production must seek
new markets."
A Saturation Point for the Motor Truck
The motor truck market has always been a slow moving
one, which has only absorbed what was specifically required
to meet an immediate situation, regardless of advertfsing
campaigns, publicity, and aggressive sales methods. From
the beginning of the industry truck dealers have encountered h~gh sales resistance. The prospective buy~rmust be
convinced of his need for e, commercial motor vehicle, and
must be shown its value in dollars and cents, while ·with the
passenger car manufacturers the problem is to build a motor
car that all can afford to buy, the desire to own one being
present in almost everyone. Motor truck enthusiasts used
to predict th~t their business would outstrip the passenger
car industry, but the enormous markets opened up by the
steady decrease in price of the motor car have made it impossible for the truck to become even a close seccind to the
pleasure car. The commercial car market is by comparison
a very limited one, and the demand for the heavier trucks .
(anything outside of the "speed truck" class) is almost as
limited as that for high priced passenger cats. ·
While motor trucks were a drug on the market during
part of 1920 and 19?1 'and there has been no great demand
for them since, this does not indicate that a saturation
point has been reached. The slow moving nature of the
truck market and its inability to.absorb ciore than. the immediate situation requires must be remembered. A similar
period of over.production and little demand occurred ·in
1915 and 1914, and the history of the motor truck industry
would probably have been very much different had the World
War not come along at. that crucial point in the industry.
Eventually the auto-truck will reach a saturation
point, a level resulting from an equilibritim between the
economic, political and psychological forces tending to increase production and those tending to limit the number
manufactured. This saturation point cannot be computed in
advance as the economic determination of the limits of
motor truck transportation has not be1n clearly visualized
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as yet, and future taxation, weight restriction, and regulation rooy have an important effect upon the number of
trucks, which will mark the saturation level. However, it
is possible to form some idea of the future trend in the
industry if we assume that the factors bearing upon .it
during the next few years will not differ radically from
those·which have influenced truck production in the past.
Registration figures since the beginning of the industry for the country as a whole and for the individual
states should give a fair basis for looking into the
future, but unfortunately motor truck registrations are
too unreliable and inaccurate to depend upon. Many states
do not segregate car and truck registrations, and even in
those cases where they do, there is a wide variation in
definition as to what is a car and what is a truck. To
make matters worse, some states differ from year to year
in their classifications. For example, in 1921 all trucks
equipped with pneumatic tires in New Jersey were registered as passenger cars, while in 1922 any vehicle ·used
.
for commercial purposes was registered as a motor truck
(including business cars used by salesmen). According to
Automotive Industries, registration figures for individual
states may be in error from 25 per cent to 40 per cent,
and even such figures cannot be . determined :from the results published by the var~ous states, but must be obtained in most cases by an actual examination and compilation from the registration.books.
One of the organizations engaged in preparing motor
mailing lists also prepares truck registration figures by
political subdivisions, presumably by the actual examination of registration books, and the inaccuracy of such
figures is shown by their total of all motor trucks in the
country in 1921, namely 1,235,000 vehicles. Truck production figures are believed to be reasonably accurate (certainly they -are not too small), yet the total of all motor
trucks manufactured in the United States from the beginning of the industry ·up to and including 1921 less the number exported during tha~ period is only 1,255,000, which
niakes no allowance for trucks worn out or accidentally destroyed since 1903. Similarly the 1919 and 1920 registrations are given as 680,500 and 1,091,800, indicating an
increase of 411,300 during 1920 although only 522,000
trucks were manufactured during that year and 29,000 were
exported.
Production figures are believed to be accurate
enough to be usable, but any atte~pt to predict future
production of motor trucks will be handicapped by the in-
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accuracy of registration figures. However, a study of the
production curve for motor trucks gives a basis (a somewhat insecure one, it is true) for an estimation of the
probable future trend of the industry.
Normal Trend of Future Truck Production
Chart E shows truck production plotted on semilogarithmic paper with the output during the early years of
the industry estimated from the available data at hand,
together with a curve showing the normal trend of production; and the computed annual outputs to 1930, the determination of which will be discussed later.
The actual production of motor trucks has fluctuated
too violently and has been stimulated by too many factors
which ar~ no longer existent, to justify any.attempt to secure the normal trend by passing a growth curve through the
actual production points by means of a mathematical formula.
The curve shown on Chart E waB drawn in by hand, taking in~
to account the artifi~ial stimulation of the war, and the
abnormal demand during the period of inflation following
the war when trucks were purchased more extensively in the
industrial states than may reasonably be expected'in the
future. Some may question the right to discount the wartime productions and the outputs in 1919 and 1920 to the
extent ·that has been done, contending that the normal trend
is higher than the hypothetical curve ~hown o~ this chart.
However, in the author's opinion the action of the truck
market since 1920 has fully justified his discounting of
the .productions attained from 1915 to 1920, and the position of the normal curve above the actual production curve
during 1921 and 1922 is believed to make it amply optimistic. Exports to the Allies and shipments to the American
Expeditionary Forces during the war period account for most
of the production ~bove the normal curve during the period
from 1914 to 1918. The exact point which the curve will
·reach in 1930 is of course a matter of guess work, but
.
judging· from the actual production curve to date, the normal trend in 1930 will be between 300,000 and 500,000 and
probably in the neighborhood of 400,000 trucks. The normal
trend to 1930 as ~ndicated by this curve is tabulated below by years:
·
iormal Trend of Future ' Truck
Produotion
.
~~-· ·-~·~ · ~~_...__.,, _,.'Br"\_..._..=-'.~

1923
1924
1925
1926

280,,000
310 000

340~000

360,000

1927

:-1928

·f929
195D

380,000
410,000
420,000
430,000
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Replacement Demand
The actual future production of trucks will very
from year to year from the true normal trend, depending
largely upon the replacement demand.
Accurate computation of _the latter is impossible on account of the undependability of registration figures. However, the annual. :registrations -published by the Commercial Car Journal give more ~ndication of accuracy when considered
with production figures than do those previously mentione~J and will be used in an attemp~ to get at least
an approximate idea as to the life of the average. motor
truck. The method followed was perhaps first used by
Colonel Leonard P. Ayers, who was statistician for the
Rockefeller Foundation, and is now a vice president of
the Cleveland Trust Company, in his scientific study of
the automobile market and industry.
The average length of life of a motor truck seems
to be slightly less than six years as a study of production and registration data shows that the number of commercial cars in use in any year)consists ·approximately of
the number produced and not exported during that year and
the preceding five years. The table below indicates that
since 1915 this six year relationship between production
and registration has been quite constant. Before 1915 a
longer life is indicated although the working data before
that year is not dependable enough to base conclusions
upon.
TRUCK REGISTRATIONS COMPARED WITH

NON-EXPORTED PRODUCTION DURING SIX-YEAR
Trucks
Registered
During Year

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

140,000
198,000
289,000
435,000
749,000
975,000
1,050,000

Average • • _.

PERIO~

New Trucks Per cent of Added During Additions to
6-Year Period Re~strati2.!l§
155,000
201,100
282,600
445,200
721,400
1,001,200
1,095,400

96
101
105
102
95
106
104
101

Another method of determining the amount of replacements made each year is to find the difference be-
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tween the increase in registration and the non-exported
production during the same year. This method could hardly
be·expected to give. consistent results for each year on .
account of the unreliability of truck figures, as the following tabulation shows.
COMPUTA TI.ON OF ANNUAL TRUCK REPLACEMENTS 1913-1921
New Trucks Added
During Year
1903-10
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922

Trucks
Registered

10,400

10,700
22,000

22,600

18,000

56,400
71,400 114,100 •
160,600
300,800
297,900
150,600
230,000

64,000
85,000

140,000
198,000
289,000
433,000
749,000
975,000
1,050,000

Trucks '
Eliminated

-

-3,000

1,400
13,400
23,000

16,600

-16,800
71,900

75,600

Theoretically, the number of trucks eliminated in
·. any one year should ·be equal to the number produced in the
fifth preceding year, but the actual elimination is ·dependent upon other factors in addition to life of use, such as
general prosperity or depression, etc. This tabulation
shows that teplacements were ~ractically nil during 1917
and 1918 when trucks for domestic use were difficult to obtain, . but were heavy in 1919 and 1920 as a result. Total
net eliminations during the period 1915-21 inclusive were
182~000, while the total .number of new trucks added during
the period 1903-16 is . f~,1,000, showing again that the aver. age life of a truck is ·-abol:li:i six regis ·tra tions.
Our computed period ,- of activity or life of six years
is also corroborated by the experience of truck users, who
estimate the life of their . .commercial vehicles as five to
six years. The.American Railway Express Company, for example, find that their gas trucks last about six years.
Colonel Ayres ·in similar comput~tions with respect to all
motor vehicles finds six years as the avera~e regist~ation
life for passenger ca rs, arid conu'nercial ~ oars, although ·o ne
might expect t ·rucks to have a shorter 1if e than motor cars.
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Non-Replacement Demand
Having decided that the average life of a truck is
six years, we may therefore assume that the replacemen.t
demand for any on~ year is equal to the number of new
cars added·cturing the fifth preceding year. And if we
can estimate the non-replacement demand during the next
few years we will be able to make an intelligent guess as
to the future production of motor trucks. The logical
way in which to evaluate.future non-replacement demand is
to take up each state separately and study its past registrations with respect to annual increase, number of trucks
per inhabitant, possible saturation point, etc., but lack
of dependable figures as well as time preclude this intensive analysis.
.
We may, however, assume that there are 1,300,000
trucks in the United .States, (the total of 1,420,000 mentioned previously is obtained from the unadjusted totals
reported by the various states, and is probably too
large) divide the total number into 700,000 trucks in the
industrial states, and 600,000 in the non-industrial
states, and estimate by year the increase in registration
which might be expected to take place in each of the .two
groups. This has been done in the table below where the
arbitrarily chosen percentages of annual increase are indicated. In the author's opinion the industrial st,a tes
cannot continue to increase the~r registrations as rapidly as they have in the past, and the percentage· increase
has therefore.been decreased progressively over the next
eight years. On the other hand, the number of trucks in
the agricultural states is so small that relatively small
bulk increments would be large percentage increases, and
while there seems little reason for believing that these
states will ever constitute the major market, the registrat~ons. will probably continue to increase, especially
as the economic status of the farmer improves and good
roads become more widespread. Therefore, the percentage
additions in the non-industrial states have been made at
an increasing rate up to 1926, and decreasing thereafter.
Actual registration increases during 1922 for the two
groups were about 18 percent and 7 percent respectively,
which furnished the starting point for the author's estimate.
·
1
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ESTIMATED NON-REPLACEMENT TRUCK DEMAND 1923-1930

Registration
1923
1924.
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
. 1928
1929
1930

700,000
819,000
933,700
1,027,100
1,088,700
1,132,200
1,177,000
1,224,400
600,000
642,000
693,400
755,800
831,400
906,200
987,800

Rate of
Increase Increase
Industrial States
. "'.17
.. .'14
-~ · 10

.06
.04
.04
.04
.03

Agricultural States

.07
.08
.09
.10
.09

.b9

.08
.07

~,066,800

119,000
114,000
93,000
61,600
43,500
45,000
47' 400 '
36,700
42,000
51,400
62,400
75,600
?'4,800
81,600
79,000·
74,700

Prediction of Future Production
ESTIMATED FUTURE PRODUCTION OF TRUCKS
Year
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

·Replacement
Demand
114,100
160,600
300,800
297,900
150,600
230,000
260,000
307,000

Non-Replacement Demand
Industrial Agricultural
119,000
114,700
93,400
61,600
43,500
45,000
47,400
36,700

42,000
51,400
62,400
75,600
74,800
81,600
79,000
.74,700

Total
275,000
3.27' 000
457,000
435,000
269,000
357,000
386,000
418,000

The productions computed above for the years 1923
to 1930 have been plotted on Chart E as a continuation of
the actual production curve·, and their general conformity
with the normal trend will be at once noticed. 'These estimated production fi·g ures do no·t include future exports
of trucks, but the export market has been exaggerated and
shipmen ts to foreign markets will probably be light·. The
motor truck is not stiitable for primitive undeveloped
highways. However, the curve of .estimated future productions lies in general trend slightly below the normal production curve, indicating that ·a correction tor future ex-
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ports will simply make the two curves coincide more exactly.
Actual Production will be Less than Above Prediction
No one expects the production of trucks during the
next eight years to coincide exactly with the above pred·iction values, least of all the a,uthor, but they seem to
be intelligent estimates. It must be remembered, however,
that these figures and the curve on Chart.E which represents them, are predicted upon the assumption that the factors affecting motor truck output in the future will not
differ radically from those of the past. But as has been
brought out in the body of the report, there are various
influences which promise to limit the use of trucks such
as the likelihood of increased taxes, weight restrictions,
regulation, and increased fuel costs. Legislato~s
throughout ·the country are distinctly hostile to the motor
truck, and increased fees and taxes, and decreased maximum
·weights are certain to come.· The popularity of the gasoline tax means increasing power costs and the diminishing
supply of petroleum may result in. radically high prices
for gasoline before 1930. None of these limiting factors
have been taken into account by the normal trend curve or
the estimated annual future production curve, hence it is
believed that they are amply "optimistic". ;. The estimated
annual outputs assume an increase in registration every
year, with a total in 1930 of 2,500,000 trucks, and the
increases allotted to the industrial states are large, particularly in view of statemen£s by Eastern authorities on
work horses that more draught and delivery horses are in
use now than in 1921. In the author's opinion ~ctual
future production will be less ·than his estimates and it
is possible that the output of motor trucks will never go
above previous high po.int of 322,000.
Relation Between Passenger Car and Commercial Car Output
Another method of forecasting future production in
the motor truck manufacturing industry>is to estimate its
output in terms of the production of passenger cars. This
viewpoint is well illustrated by the following article
which appeared in the Wall Street Journal of Dec .16, 1922.
"The motor truck industry, a few years ago considered by many to hold promise of more stable and relatively
faster growth than the passenger car b.usiness, thus far has
failed to meet expectations. While in 1917 and 1918 motor
truck prqduction showed expansion propor~ionately greater
than that of passenger cars, since the beginning of 1919
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passenger car turn out has shown a greater percentage increase. Truck production in 1917 and 1918 probably would
not have been so great but for the fact that war demands
created an unnatural stimulus, filled at the expense of
lessened passenger car output, curtailed by governmental
restrictions.
"This year and in 1921 truck production approximated
10% 9f total motor vehicle product. In the three years
preceding 1921 the ratio averaged 17%, while in the three
years beginning with 1915 trucks represented an average of
7% of aggregate motor vehicle production. These fig~res,
which include war years, do not offer sufficient basis for
determining what might be a fair average of truck output to
total motor vehicle production. It would seem, however,
that to justify expectations of those who see an expanding
future for trucks their proportion to the total must run
higher than 10%. ·
"Following tabulation shows total motor vehicle production since 1915 and proportion of cars and trucks produced:
Prop.of
Prop.of
Total cars
Total
Trucks
Total
and Trucks
Cars
2,508,000
242,000
2,550,000
90%
*1922
10%
154,550
1,668,550
1,514,000
10%
1921
90%
322,039
1920
1,885,158
85%
15%
2,205,197
1,657,652
,1,974,016
316,364
1919
84%
16%
227,250
926,388
1,155,658
20%
1918
80%
1,740,792
95%
128,157
1917
1,868,949
7%
6%
90,000
1916
1,583,617
1,493,617
94%
818,618
74,000
1915
892,618
91%
9%
(*) Partly estimated.
. ·Motor trucks cater to an entirely different kind of
market than do motor cars, yet as shown above truck output
has 'maintained a surprisingly constant ratio with respect to
the production of passenger-· cars. This relationship is even.
more closely shown by a study of the monthly production figures compiled since July 1921 by the Bureau of Census:
Propertion of Motor Truck to Motor Car Production
Monthly 1921 - 1922
Ratio in
1921
Cars
Trucks
Percent
July
165,574
10,766
6.5
August
167,705
13,080
7.8
September
144,669
13,648
9.4
October
134,734
12,815
9.5
November
105,814
10,535
10.0
December
70,690
B,305
11.7

. .· \ .
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Pro_£Qrtion of Motor Truck to Motor Car Production (Con't'd)
Ratio in
Cars
Trucks
Per cent
1922
January
81,693
9,416
11.5
February
109,171
13,195
12.1
March
152,959
12.9
19,761
April
22,342
197,216
11.5
May
25,788
10.2
2.32' 431
June
263,025
25,984
9.9
July
224,057
9.5
21,357
August
249,225
2A, 200
9.7
September
187,125
18,656
10.0
October
9.9
216,467
21,416
November
21,223
214,631
9.9
December
The remarkable tendency of the ratio to linger around 10.0
per cent during 1922 ~s evident. Chart F shows that since
September 1921 a rise in passenger car production has always been accompanied by an increase in the output of'motor
trucks, and vice versa.
The probable future production of passenger cars is
even more difficult to determine than that of motor trucks,
but it seems improbable that the number manufactured in
1923 can be much larger than the 2,500,000 turned out last
year, although the goal set for itself by the industry is
.3,000,000. The maintenance of a production of 2,500,000
would within a few years run the total registration figure
to 17,000,000 cars. Hence on the basis of a 10 per cent
ratio, the production of trucks during 1925 will probably
be 250,000 although possibly 500,000. This estimate coincides closely with .· both the normal trend figure of 282, 000
and the computed pre~iction of 275,000.
F~ture

Price Movement of Motor Trucks

Another factor which has not been taken into account
is the possibility of future radical changes in design and
price of motor trucks. If new inventions or larger scale
production should, for example, reduce/yhe price of a two
ton truck from $3,000 to ~t1500-, the sale of commercial cars
would be greatly stimulated. Saturation points predicted
by capable economists in the past for passenger car production have been passed without much effort due to the steady
decrease in price of the motor car. These economists were
probably right in their predi~tions Ior the automobile as
they knew it, and the output of the better quality and
more expensive cars of their day has not increased very
much since 1917. The increase has come to the lighter and
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cheaper cars, a type vehicle which did not exist in the
earlier years of the industry.
Passenger car prices at the present time average
lower than pre-war prices, and the· purchaser received
·more for his money than ever before. The situation with
respect t6 the motor truck is · radic~lly different. Truck
prices have experienced no decline from the war level commensurate with that of passenger vehicles, and in· many
cases there has been no reduction whatever. The Autocar
Company increased their prices a few months ago. While
trucks are necessarily higher priced than pleasure cars on
~ccount of the rugged construction and high quality required to withstand heavy loads a·nd hard usage, the major factor seems to be the difference in manufacturing conditions.
A great majority of passenger cars are built by a few
large manufacturers and the consequent large production
per manufacturer results in low unit costs. Motor trucks
on the other hand are built by a large number of small producers throughout the country, why buy standard part~ from
manufacturers of automobile parts, and co.n fine their own
factory efforts to assembling their product. The result is
a small output per organization and a high unit cost. The
Ford truck is, of coOrse, an exception . to this rule, but
there is no large quantity production of commercial motor
vehicles outside of the "speed truck" class.
Some motor truck economists contend (as they have
done for years) tha"t; prices must be lowered before large
buying wi11 take pl~oe, and real prosperity come to the
industry,·:. but there pas been li.t tle progress made in that
direction, and there: are various reasons why lower prices
will be difficult . of' 'attainment. The motor truck is a
purely utilitarian v~hicle and its ovmers insist upon
prompt and efficierit service. -Service is the vital factor
in the merchaqdising of trucks, and the small assembler
who caters to his local market is usually able to give
more satisfactory service than the branch station maintained in his city by his competitor with a nation-wide
organization. Generally speaking, motor truck manufacturers have been successful in selling the territory adjacent
to \ their factory, but have not been successful in selling
trucks at distant points. The overhead involved in a
wide-flung organization of branch sales and service stations makes profits difficult unless a large volume of
trucks is handled, and the truck business has not as yet
produced much volume. The small assembler who caters to
his local market and manufactures a truck especially designed for local requirements, seems to be the logical
unit for successful operation, but it is difficult to see
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how lower prices can be attaine.d by organizations of .that
character. On the other .hand, _the· public_demands chea..per
trucks, and it seems evident that prices must be lowered
in some manner, although very few manufacturers are making
profits under present conditions. Perhaps a solution of
the problem will be found in extending standardization to
the completed truck as well as to truck parts; in an organization of parts manufacturers, which will manufacture
parts of a standard truck, and assemblers, who will assemble and sell the standard truck. Such cooperation would
provide the economy of quantity .production with the efficiency of local.distribution and service.
~ Futtir~

Changes in Design

Regarding the >design of the motor truck of the
future, the best engineering opinion is that the main
units in the present~ruck are well designed and reliable,
and while great advances in construction will doubtless be
achieved in time, they will· probably be accomplished in a
large number of smalL steps~ Mr. Cornelius T. Myers, a
consulting automotive engineer, has pointed out the steps
needed to be taken with respect to design, price, and manufacturing conditions in an article entitled "Motor Truck
Design from the Truck Buyer's Viewpointn, which appeared
in Industrial Management of May 1922. A part of his article follows:
"Few truck buyers have the slightest chance of
checking up data submit·ted with sales arguments, and this
is one reason why there is diversity of opinion among buyers and among manufacturers as to particular details of
construction. It accounts for the 494 different models
built by 140 truck manufacturers in this country today,and
manifestly calls for higher priced trucks than could be ·
sold by one-fifth the number of manufacturers each with a
more sizable production, which would promote efficient
manufacturing conditions and'afford keen competition on a
closer basis of comparison.
"The truck user would buy more trucks if he could do
so at .a fair price on a \vell balanced design. To date it
is certain that lack of correct information as to what the
buyer should insist · upon in his purchases has made a scattering market, and has resulted in the disappointment of
mahy buyers over the .failure of their trucks to show the
opera tihg advantages they expected.
"It is satisfied custome.rs who really sell trucks;
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and one reason why sales have not been larger is because
the goods, honestly enough sold, have not ~lways come up
to the purchaser's idea of an acquisition of which he
could boast to his business associates •
. "There are untold possibilities in motor transport.
To date they have largely been developed by the truck manufacturer - hundreds of him. If the user - tens of thousands of him - will· see to it that the needs of .his experience are organized into practical demands . for . better performance, lower upkeep, etc., he will find that the progressive truck manufacturers will meet him more than half
way. He will buy more cheaply. His trucks will serve better and his business will.expand. His real needs will
tend to focus manufacturing on fewer models and by the
fewer concerns which show themselves ready to meet the
conditions. In the long run this means a larger volume of
truck orders divided among fewer models, hence quantity
production and low pri6e.
"The truck buyer should secure the . knowledge to do
this if he wants the best product at the lowest price. The
varying views of truck manufacturers tend to diversify and
multiply models. The user can focus his demand toward a
more standardized vehicl~ which can be built and serviced
more cheaply. -·The sooner buyers · do this, the sooner will
the motor truck become a cheap, indispens~ble article of
commerce, universally used, rather than the variegated
specialty of the present day."
Overbuilt

Co_~di tion

of the Indus_trl

The final · point to be taken up in this paper is the
technical position in the industry from the manufacturer's
standpoint, and the effect which the probable future trend
will have upon individual companies. The outstanding fact
is that the industry is overbuilt, and that if production
does not increase above present levels,· many of the weaker
producers will be eliminate~. The production capacity of
an industry is difficult to determine accurately, but Automotive Industries in its annu~l statistical number for
1921 published ·a chart showing the increasing capacity of
truck manufacturers with a capacity in excess of 500,000
vehicles per annum at the end of 1920. Their annual statistical number for 1922 on the other hand gave the production capacity as 550,000, but the first mentioned figure
is probably more accurate. Both estimates, however show a
substanti~l ~xcess of capac~ty over present production levels, and indicate the principal reason for the inability
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of truck manufacturer s to make profits.
A study of the history of the industry shows that
this overbuilt condition is not a recent development but
with respect to the normal domestic demand the business
has been overbuilt since 1914. The following quotation
from an article by Rollin w. Hutchinson, Jr., which appeared in the Engineering Magazine of January 1916 shows
that the situation prior to the outbreak of the World War
was in many respects the same as exists today.
"It must be candidly stated that for two years preceding the war the motor truck has suffered from a serious
depression; failure after failure was recorded both among
motor truck manufacturer s and motor truck merchants. The
motor truck business had been greatly' overdone for the actual marketing possibilities incident to actual belief in
the motor truck by the business public and its acce~tance
as the successor to the hors~ for hauling.
"Hardly a baker's dozen of the 555 mahufacturer s
listed in the 1913 trade journal annals and advertising as
either building or intending to build business motor · ~ehi
cles, had really made any money, and not more than ten or
twelve had ever declareda semblance of a diYidend. or the
actrial 55 or 40 in August 1914 that were not near-moribun d,
representing larger companies to whom motor trucks were an
outgrowth or a "wished on" branch of their passenger car
business, th.ere were less than six producing the highest
quality motor truck."
While the capacity of the industry as a whole is
perhaps 200. per cent of present production, the situation
with respect to the heavier motor trucks or in fact anything outside of the "speed truck" class is even worse.
The Ford truck makes up at least 50 per cent of the present
output, and the other light trucks, such as the Reo, Chevrolet, Dodge and Maxwell, are turned out in large numbers.
In 1921 the 5/4 and 1 ton trucks constituted 80 per cent
of total production, and as a considerable part of this
classificatio n is represented by the inexpensive "speed .
trucks" just mentioned, it follows that the remaining 20
per cent represents to a large extent the market upon
which the bulk of truck manufacturer s must depend for
their outlet. ·This i~ not entirely true, of course, as the
smaller companies sell many 1 ton delivery trucks of better quality and heavier construction than the Ford or Chevrolet, but in general their market is pretty well limited
to the 20 per cent representing the heavier trucks. This
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corresponded to 48,000 trucks in 1922, or an average of
one truck a day for each 130 manufacturers. As a matter
of fact many companies failed -to sell 365 trucks during
the past year, and the impossibility of making money on
such a small volume of business is evident.
The truck market of the future will be even more
largely a light truck market than it has in the past as
future will have to co~e more and more rrom the nonindustrial states. The manufacturers who succeed.will
probably be those who cater to this demand although it
will be difficult for the small assemblers to.compete in
this field with the large producers. The increasing importance of the light truck market is shown by Chart G
where the average wholesale price of trucks and passenger
cars are plotted. The average truck price has decreased
from $1i910 in 1918 to $767 in 1922 although the prices
of ma.ny trucks are probably as high now as they were in
1918.

The Electric Truck
Future developments in the motor truck industry
·may witness an extensive use of the electric truck in the
larger cities and perhaps in smaller ones as .well. Most
of the production in the very early years of the automotive industry consisted of electric vehicles, but the
electric batteries in use at that time did not prbve satisfactory and the gas engine became the universal motive
power. In recent years, however, improved storage batteries and other electrical equipment have made the electric truck an efficien~ and dependable vehicle, and while
the number in use at present is small~ the electric truck
is admittedly superior to the gas vehicle in its particular field. The. disadvantage of the electric t.ruck is its
inability to travel more than 40 miles without having its
battery recharged, and its limited speed, but the average
delivery wagon or truck does not need either greater
speed or greater mileage than the electric vehicle will
give and the power and maintenance costs are only one half
those of a gas truck. The electric light and power companies are beginning to realize the large potential market for electricity, which the widespread use of electric
trucks will bring, and are providing electric garages
where service, electricity and space will be provided for
a monthly lump ~um. It seems certain that as the public
realizes (as the executives of the larger commercial organizations are doing) the superior advantages of the
electric truck in the medium distance delivery field, the
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electric vehicle will have a rapid development, although
its production has been negligible so far in comparison
with gas trucks. In fact, it seems quite possible to the
author that the electric truck may eventually revolutionize the truck business, as gasoline taxes increase in
amount, and the p~rice of petroleum products increase with
the diminishing supply.
Conclusion
Regarding the immediate outlook, the demand for
both trucks and passenger cars held up unusually well
during the closing months of 1922 as shown on Chart F, and
the usual season slowing down did not take place. This
augurs well for the production of passenger cars in 1923
but as long as truck output refuses to go above 10 per
cent of passenger car production, the most that can be expected for the coming year is an output of 250,000 or
275, 000 trucks. Competition is bitter, and 1923 will/
probably witness the failure of more manufacturers of
motor ttucks unless production is considerably larger than
this prediction. In fact, the business is such a highly
competitive one that many of the weaker manufacturers will
probably be eliminated during the next two years even if
demand for motor trucks should improve materially because
the stronger organizations would obtain the lion'a share
of the increased business.
Regarding the outlook for the more distant future,
the computed production curve on Chart E represents, in
the author's opinion, an optimistic prediction, and the
actual output will be less on account of the limiting factors, which· are shov1ing a tendency to come into play. The
various state legislatures are undoubtedly hostile to the
motor truck and weight restrictions, regulation, gasoline
taxes, and higher fees are to be· expected. Th.e difficulty
of financing the hard surfaced roadways, which are essential to efficient truck operation, and the probable future
increase in price of gasoline are other factors which may
limit truck production before many years pass.
This outlook, needless to say, does not coincide
with the published views of the industry, although the
status of the motor truck is given relatively little general publicity at the present time. The attitude of the
truck people is perhaps well illustrated by a booklet entitled "A Billion Dollar Industry" published a few months
ago by the Commercial Car Company of Philadelphia, in
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which an ultimate . iegistration .of 4,.500,000 trucks with a
corresponding annQal production of 900 000 . vehicles .is
predicted. Another truck optimist is ~ollin W. Hutchinson,
Jr., who believes that th.e real development of the motor
truck will come after the Great War just as the great development of our railway ·systems came after the Civil War, but
both of these men seem to assume that this great development will come automatically. They make little effort to
show how or when the demand for such a large number of ·
trucks will come. The impossibility of a regis'tra ti on of.
4,500,000 motor trucks being attained in any nearby period
is shown by the fact . that if three trucks were substituted
for evety two . of the 2,600,000 horses .and mules not on
farms in the United Btates~ the totaL registration would
still be less than 4,500,000.
The only reservatipns made by the author with respect . to the conclusions arrived at in this paper, the only
points on which any uncertainty exists in his mind ar.e ( 1)
possible railway transportation ·congestion when business
improves, and (2) the fe,rm mar ket. .If expanding business
causes any such congestion as occurred during the war, the
demand for motor trucks will be greatly stimulated, but the
chances are that the . business revival will be slow, and the
railroads will be able to build up their equipment fast
enough to take care of the increased activity.
We have 6,000,000 farms in this country, and a mistake in valuing the farmer's attitude toward the motor
truck would b~ fatal to the accuracy of ariy prediction. The
farmer has not as yet purchased motor trucks to any extent
as is shown by the following tabula ti on, .which shows how
small a ~ proportion of the trucks ~n the principal commercial
car states are owned by farmers.

MOTOR TRUCKS ON FARMS
1920

State

Total No. of Trucks

New York,

148,873
81,518

9,259

45,771

4,880
6,416

Ohio; '·.

Illinb'is >
Pennsylvania
Michigan .
California
Kansas

Number on Farms

64,997
48,329

7,519
6,154
9,572

34,078
; 17,074

3,728
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On the other hand, the ··n·umber of horses on farms has decreased from 19,766,000 in 1920 to 18,853,000 at the
present time (although no decrease was shown prior to 1918)
and the production of wagons has declined continuously
since 1904, being about 90,000 in 1922.
Purchases of
wagons by farmers have been below normal for the past
eight years (due perhaps to investments in automobiles)
and as a result it seems certain that large numbers will
have to be replaced shortly.
Will the farmer replace
his worn out wagaons with new wagons, or with motor trucks?
In the author's opinion it will be to a large extent with
wagons rather than motor trucks, and his conclusions are
predicted upon this assumption, although progressively increased registra·tions in the agricultural states are provided for to a certain extent in his predicted production
·figures.
Another constructive factor upon which sufficient
emphasis may not have been placed is the increasing popularity of the motor omnibus. The National Automobil~
Chamber of Commerce estimates that there are 40,000 motor
buses in opera ti on in this country as contrasted with
20,000 a year and a half ago, but their estimate is probably wildly optimistic. As previously pointed out, .automotive Industries gave the number as 1,500 in 1920 when
the N. A. C. C. said 20,000. Nevertheless the motor bus
is an important factor at present in the heavy truck market, but' its effect upon total production will probably
be slight. It seems improbable that the number of buses
produced annually can be larger than the number of electric trolley cars manufactured before the war, namely
three to four thousand a year.·

